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Name: SHUVRA BANIK   

 

Date of Degree: DECEMBER, 2013 

  

Title of Study: CLOTH NAPKIN SINGULATION SYSTEM 

 

Major Field: MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 

 

Abstract:  

 

Scope and Method of Study: 

 

Food service establishments serve food to many customers daily reusing a small 

inventory of silverware pieces. These silverware pieces are washed after each use and 

sets of pieces (e.g., a spoon, a soup spoon, a fork, and a knife per set) are often wrapped 

in napkins for using during further food serving. Upscale restaurants generally use cloth 

napkins, while others use paper napkins. Whether it is a cloth napkin or paper napkin, 

manual wrapping of silverware pieces in napkins is repetitive, tedious, and labor-

intensive. Hence automation of wrapping of silverware pieces is highly desirable. One 

major component of an automated silverware wrapping system is a napkin singulator to 

feed the wrapping system with singulated napkins to be used for wrapping. This study 

investigates the design and construction of a cloth napkin singulation system, capable of 

singulating cloth napkins from a given stack of napkins without human interaction. The 

method of this study has been primarily experimental. 

Findings and Conclusions: 

A reliable cloth napkin singulation system with high accuracy has been designed, 

developed, constructed and evaluated. The system utilizes an adhesive tape to pick a 

napkin from a stack of napkins and a mechanism utilizing a linear actuator to remove the 

picked napkin from the adhesive tape near an upstream conveyor end. Then the removed 

napkin is passed along the moving conveyor to be fed to a silverware wrapping system, 

and the cycle is repeated until all napkins in the feed stack have been singulated. Results 

of evaluation demonstrate development of a cloth napkin singulation system with a high 

average singulation efficiency of 96%, which is a 14% increase over the earlier version of 

this mechanism. Also the system developed in this study is completely automated, unlike 

the earlier one. The average singulation time for each napkin cycle achieved by this 

system is 1.34 minutes, but this time can easily be decreased by employing higher speed 

carriage drive motors. 
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CHAPTER I 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Automation of Silverware Handling 

Large commercial food service establishments, such as large chain restaurants and kitchens of 

hospitals, cruise lines, hotels and resorts, and other large professional catering and dining services 

prepare and serve large amounts of food to feed hundreds, or thousands of people on a regular 

basis, generating substantial amounts of dirty dishes and silverware pieces. These are often 

washed in large commercial dishwashing machines. Post-dishwashing processing of  silverware 

pieces includes a series of operations, namely:  segregating individual pieces from the clean, wet, 

entangled cluster of silverware pieces exiting the dishwasher, identifying  the types and 

orientations of the silverware pieces, inspecting the pieces for cleanliness, sorting the identified, 

oriented and clean silverware pieces into different groups based on their types (e.g., spoon, soup 

spoon, fork and knife), separating individual silverware pieces from these groups to produce one 

set of different silverware pieces to be rolled in a napkin, singulating individual napkins from a 

stack of napkins, and finally wrapping each silverware set in a napkin to be used during serving 

of food. Most of these operations are repetitive, tedious and labor-intensive process, performed 

manually in hot, moist environments with unpleasant working conditions for long durations, 

making these an ideal candidate for automation.  
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Automation of the handling of silverware pieces in such commercial establishments holds 

promise for reduced labor, minimized operating costs, faster operations, and increased 

productivity, such that an efficient automated process is highly desirable. A conceptual flow 

diagram of the overall automation of a silverware handling process is given in Figure 1.1, where 

arrows indicate the direction of silverware flow. Unclean and unidentified silverware pieces are 

returned to dishwasher and silverware singulation system, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Flow Diagram of Automation of Post-dishwashing Silverware Handling 
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The study herein has been motivated by a typical commercial dishwashing operation in a 

privately held 700-bed hospital in the Midwestern U.S. which operates 3 two-hour dishwashing 

shifts daily, each processing up to 700 trays of dishes (Hashimoto, 1995; Yeri, 2003; Nagaraj, 

2003; Peddi, 2005; Akella, 2008; Chitaveli, 2011). Each tray typically consists of four silverware 

pieces, a spoon, a soup spoon, a fork and a knife, amounting to 2800 silverware pieces a shift, or 

8400 pieces a day. Due to space and time limitations involved in pre-scrubbing and silverware 

loading operations at the upstream end of the process, these pieces are not sorted before washing. 

Typically, all silverware pieces are mixed together in a container and fed into the dishwasher for 

batch-wash. Thus, after the washing shift has been completed, one or two workers must inspect 

up to 2800 pieces of silverware for cleanliness and sort them in different groups based on their 

types in less than two hours. Additional operations may require grouping four different silverware 

pieces together to produce a set, singulating individual napkins from a stack of napkins and 

wrapping each silverware set in a napkin to be used in food serving. Thus this manual, repetitive, 

tedious and labor-intensive handling of silverware pieces leaves a good option for a fast, 

adaptable, efficient and also cost-effective automation. 

 

1.2 Literature Review of Preceding Work at Oklahoma State University 

Prior to this work, a significant amount of work to automate the post-dishwashing handling of 

silverware pieces was attempted at Oklahoma State University. Below is a brief description of all 

of the various approaches developed, their functions, and their limitations, which led to this 

project. 
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1.2.1 Silverware Singulation 

Hashimoto (1995) designed a prototype silverware singulating machine to separate single pieces 

of silverware from an assortment of silverware pieces containing four kinds of silverware: spoon, 

soup spoon, fork and knife. She utilized a vertically oriented multi-paneled vibrating feed hopper, 

into which the mixed batch was fed, together with a magnetic conveyor that pulled the separated 

and aligned single pieces discharged from the bottom of the hopper. The vibrating feed hopper 

exerted vibration to the batched silverware inside at an appropriate frequency and amplitude to 

prevent silverware pieces from jamming. Different panel openings in the feeder metered the 

number of silverware pieces on their way to the feeder exit located at the bottom of the feeder, 

which again metered individual pieces onto the conveyor. The magnets of the conveyor attracted 

the individual pieces and conveyed them securely to the conveyor discharge. She used two 

different batches of randomly mixed silverware pieces, small and large, each containing 33 and 

66 pieces, respectively, for experimentation and achieved a separation accuracy of 41% and an 

alignment accuracy of 14.9%. Though her constructed prototype had limited capability, it served 

as a great starting point for developing an effective silverware singulator.  

Akella(2008) improved on Hashimoto’s singulation device by using a horizontally oriented 

vibrating bin containing the mixed batch of cleaned silverware, which served as the feeding 

device. This was followed by a downward sloping plane, an inclined metering bin, and a 

singulating trough made of duck cloth with a magnetic conveyor underneath. A crank pin 

mechanism applied an in-line vibration pattern to the large silverware batch feed bin, which 

helped dispense silverware pieces in comparatively small batches onto the sloping plane. Two 

controlled electromagnets beneath the sloping plane worked as non-intrusive gates, which 

controlled the number of silverware pieces sliding down the incline. Silverware pieces then 

reached a vibrating metering bin, actuated by a solenoid plunger, where they were delivered onto 

the singulating trough. Three comb-circuit conducting copper strip sensors were installed at 
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different locations on the inclined plane to provide the electromagnets and the solenoid with 

correct feedback of the presence of silverware pieces. Finally the silverware pieces were 

conveyed to the discharge along the singulating trough by the magnetic force delivered from 

magnetic buttons on a moving conveyor beneath the trough. Akella used a large batch of 400 

silverware pieces for experimentation and obtained an average singulation efficiency of 92.9% 

and an average throughput of 28.41 pieces/min. 

Chitaveli (2011) fine-tuned Akella’s singulating device by addressing several imperfections.  He 

resolved non-uniform dispensing from the feed bin to the downward sloping plane by replacing 

the feed bin with a slowly moving, lengthy conveyor. Instead of using Akella’s copper strip 

sensors (which were prone to failure due to wear from the sliding silverware), he used non-

contact inductive proximity sensors to detect the presence of silverware pieces. He also reduced 

surface wear on the singulating trough by replacing Akella’s duck cloth with a combination of 

thin plastic sheet and teflon sheet. Like Akella, he also tested a batch of 400 silverware pieces and 

achieved an average singulation efficiency of 94.40% and an average throughput of 35.70 

pieces/min which was a 1.5% increase in average singulation efficiency and a 25.66% increase in 

average throughput over Aklella’s macine. 

 

1.2.2 Identification and Inspection 

Yeri (2003) employed machine vision to identify the types and find the orientation of singulated 

silverware pieces delivered from a silverware singulating machine. His device consisted of a 

suspended dome shaped lighting enclosure, a digital line scale camera with a lens and a polarizer 

mounted at the top of the dome, two linear polarizers for reducing specular reflections, four 

quartz halogen lamps for illumination, a frame grabber for computer interfacing, and a magnetic 

conveyor which carried the silverware pieces in and out of the dome. In order to isolate the 
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efficiency of the vision system from that of the singulating machine, silverware pieces were fed 

into the system by manually placing them onto the conveyor. A combination of a photoelectric 

transmitter-emitter pair and a delay circuit was used to trigger the camera exactly when the 

silverware piece was below the camera center-line.  Images captured in gray scale were then 

converted into binary images and further processing was done to generate three properties, 

namely area, length and width of the silverware piece. Comparison of these properties with pre-

set values of the silverware pieces yielded types and orientation of the silverware pieces on the 

conveyor.  Tests were conducted with a fixed batch of 25 silverware pieces in each trial at 

different conveyor speeds and 100% orientation detection efficiency was obtained along with 

identification efficiencies that ranged from 86% at 35% of maximum conveyor speed to 91.6% at 

60% of maximum conveyor speed. His device could process silverware pieces at a rate of 105 

pieces/min. 

Lolla (2005) enhanced Yeri’s identification system by adding inspection of silverware pieces for 

cleanliness. He used a modified version of Yeri’s lighting setup by adding curtains, removing 

diffusers, and replacing previous AC light sources with DC lamps, which resulted in better 

lighted regions with less noise in the captured images. The reliability of the identification 

algorithm was improved by measuring area moment of inertia and perimeter, in addition to area 

during image processing. Edge detection was employed to distinguish dirty silverware pieces 

from the clean ones. His system achieved 100% identification efficiency, with an average 

accuracy of 87% in classifying clean silverware pieces and an average accuracy of 91% in 

classifying dirty silverware pieces. The maximum processing rate for his setup was 

approximately 55 pieces/min. 
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1.2.3 Silverware Sorting 

Nagaraj (2003) constructed a silverware sorting machine that could receive signals from a 

silverware identification device, and based on such signals, sort the silverware pieces into 

different bins. The silverware pieces were scraped off a magnetic conveyor of the silverware 

identification device by using a solenoid controlled wooden flap which could be moved up and 

down. Then the silverware pieces were passed through a stepper motor controlled diverter, which 

oriented all the silverware pieces in the same direction, either handle up or handle down. After 

that the silverware pieces entered a stepper motor controlled rotating chute, which directed them 

into specific guideways according to their types through a plastic arm. The guideways then led 

the pieces into respective collection bins. The entire setup was placed on an inclined wooden slide 

board, which helped the silverware pieces move by gravity. Infrared switches were used to get 

feedback of the positions of the stepper motors. Her machine had an at an optimum process rate 

of 34 pieces/minute, with an efficiency of 98.13%.  

Peddi (2005) implemented robust techniques to construct a compact, faster and more effective 

silverware sorting and orienting device, which was able to avoid shortcomings of Nagaraj’s 

device. He redesigned the magnetic conveyor by introducing slotted plastic blocks mounted on 

the top of magnets to support silverware pieces, which eliminated silverware vibration during 

conveying. Solenoid actuated lifting systems consisting of fingers on hinged metal plates were 

designed to mesh into the slots of the plastic blocks to remove the silverware pieces from the 

plastic blocks. Removed silverware pieces were then stored and oriented into different bins based 

on their types and cleanliness. He used batches of 25 randomly mixed silverware pieces for 

testing purpose and achieved an integrated sorting and orienting accuracy above 98% at a 

processing rate of 55 pieces/min. 
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1.2.4 Silverware Grouping 

Sabpipatana (2010) developed a silverware grouping mechanism that could singulate a single 

piece of silverware from each grouping of identical, aligned spoons, soup spoons, forks and 

knives from the output of Peddi’s sorting device and produce a set of 4 different silverware pieces 

to deliver to a wrapping device to be wrapped in a napkin. His device consisted of four inclined 

bins, each capable of accommodating 15 silverware pieces, a bin shaking mechanism to minimize 

entanglement of silverware pieces in the bins, a conveyor and an electromagnetic silverware 

picking mechanism. The picking mechanism picked up silverware pieces from the bins and 

released them on the conveyor. Picking and releasing of the silverware pieces were operated by 

controlling the current supply to the electromagnets. When a complete set of silverware was 

placed on the conveyor, the conveyor was activated to carry the set off the conveyor. His device 

could produce sets of silverware pieces at a rate of 5.40 sets/min and was 100% successful in 

forming complete silverware sets. 

Sadabad (2011) integrated silverware identification, orientation detection, sorting and grouping 

into a single device and thus eliminated complexity. Instead of using magnetic susceptibility of 

the silverware materials, he incorporated a vision-based identification system, which made the 

identification process independent of the material of which the pieces were made. Silverware 

pieces on a horizontal conveyor at the entrance were identified using a vision system consisting 

of a camera, a light box, an image acquisition board and a program written in MATLAB and 

installed on a computer. Images captured by the camera were converted into digital format by the 

image acquisition board and sent to the computer. Further processing was done by the software 

and properties such as major axis length, minor axis length, center location and centroid location 

were calculated and compared with pre-set values, which led to the decisions regarding types and 

orientations of the silverware pieces. After a decision was made, a pneumatic powered sweeper 

mechanism pushed the silverware pieces off the conveyor into appropriate bins, either based on 
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their types and orientation, or based on grouping into a set of 4 different pieces to be delivered to 

a silverware wrapping machine. The integrated (hardware and software) accuracy of his system 

was 88.75%; software accuracy was 88.75% and 99.37% in identifying types and direction, 

respectively. Mechanical sorting efficiency of his device was 90.63%. 

 

1.2.5 Silverware Wrapping 

Jeyapalan (2005) designed and constructed a device to wrap a set of silverware pieces in a cloth 

napkin. The wrapping process was split into three sub-processes: singulating one cloth napkin 

from a stack of cloth napkins, dropping a silverware set onto the singulated cloth napkin and 

folding the silverware set in the napkin. A powered roller attempted to singulate the topmost 

napkin from the napkin stack by pressing vertically downward onto the stack. The napkin stack 

was placed on a tray powered by thee lead screw motors to maintain proper contact between the 

stack and the powered roller. An unpowered roller fixed on a powered rotating arm placed and 

released the singulated napkin on a belt running over a static cylindrical quadrant. The belt then 

carried the napkin to the horizontal portion of a conveyor.  After that a solenoid-powered 

silverware drop mechanism placed a set of silverware pieces on one of the diagonal portions of 

the napkin. Then a sequence of continuous folds or rolls was made by three folding mechanisms. 

Finally, the rolled napkin was conveyed out of the system and dropped into a collecting bin. 

During experimentation, Jeyapalan found that the sliding friction between the top two napkins of 

the stack was much higher than expected, such that napkin singulation was not possible. To 

overcome this, he interleaved the napkins in the stack with vellum papers of the same size as the 

napkins. The sheets of paper in the napkin stack were manually removed after each napkin was 

conveyed to the silverware drop mechanism. This left the process un-automated, but helped to 

test the feasibility of the other components. Despite this modification, the unified processing 
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efficiency of his device was only 68%. To address reasons for low efficiency, Jeyapalan 

conducted tests by manually feeding the napkins to the device and achieved 100% processing 

efficiency. This indicated large need for improvement in the cloth napkin singulation system. The 

area addressed in the work herein is cloth napkin singulation. A patent search, a detailed 

description of work by Jeyapalan in cloth napkin singulation and a thesis objective will be 

presented in what follows. 

 

1.3 Patent Review 

A patent search through the database of the United States Patent and Trademark Office was 

conducted to find patents related to cloth napkin singulation. Initial searches using keywords 

including “Napkin singulation”, “Napkin separation”, “Napkin removal’, “Picking up napkin” 

etc. did not return any patents specifically related to napkin singulation adapted for silverware 

wrapping. Further searches were then conducted using a variety of keywords including 

“Silverware wrapping”, “Silverware rolling”, “Flatware wrapping”, “Flatware Rolling”, “Eating 

utensils wrapping”, “Eating utensils rolling” etc., which resulted in several pertinent patents. 

After careful scrutinization, wrapping systems without a napkin singulation system have been 

discarded from the scope of this discussion. A brief summary of the patents related to napkin 

singulation for a silverware wrapping device is presented in what follows. Abstracts of these 

patents are given in Appendix A. 

U.S. Patent 6,023,908 “Method and apparatus for folding a napkin around an eating utensil”, 

February 15, 2000, describes a silverware wrapping device with a napkin singulation system. A 

stack of napkins is placed diagonally on a spring loaded platform. A napkin selector belt 

containing a plurality of Velcro® patches or similar attachment means on its upper surface picks 

a napkin from the stack and delivers it to a folding mechanism. The patent does not provide any 
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information on the material of the napkin, i.e. paper or cloth, which is important for properly 

picking up the napkin using the attachment means on the selector belt. Release of the picked 

napkin is mentioned to be performed by a disconnect rod, which does not appear very practical. 

Moreover, the singulation process is not automated, needing significant manual labor to drive a 

hand-crank to move the napkin selector belt.  

U.S. Patent 6,023,913 “Apparatus and method for wrapping silverware within a napkin”, 

February 15, 2000, mentions a silverware wrapping device with an automatic napkin singulation 

system. The napkin pick-up system comprises a pick-up head and transport means. The pick-up 

head has a pair of rollers which can be turned in opposite directions simultaneously. To pick up a 

napkin, the pick-up head is lowered upon a stack of paper napkins using the transport means, and 

the rollers are rotated in opposite directions such that the top napkin of the stack gets pinched 

between the rollers. Then the pick-up head and the napkin are transported to the work table using 

the transport means. There the rollers are rotated in opposite directions to disengage the napkin on 

the work table. The entire system is driven by an air-powered actuator. The napkin singulation 

system uses paper napkins, presumably owing to the fact that the napkin must have some rigidity 

to get properly pinched between the rollers. Therefore this system may not work with cloth 

napkins. Again, the pinch might wrinkle the paper napkins which would decrease the quality and 

esthetic appeal of the wraps. 

U.S. Patent 6,837,028 “Automated flatware and napkin assembling apparatus”, January 4, 2005, 

represents a napkin singulation device which is suitable only for disposable paper napkins 

available in rolled form. A napkin stream from a roll of rolled paper napkins is fed to the 

wrapping system by an indexing roller arrangement. The rollers are powered by stepper motors, 

and the motors are controlled by a logic controller such as a Programmable Logic Controller 

(PLC) or a basic stamp module. This device would not be appropriate for cloth napkins, because 
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cloth napkins usually are not available in rolled form. Also the indexing rollers may not work 

properly with cloth napkins. 

U.S. Patent 6,918,226 “Automatic utensil wrapping machine”, July 19, 2005, gives an outline of a 

utensil wrapping machine with an automatic napkin singulation system. The napkin singulation 

unit consists of a napkin lifting station which supports a stack of napkins and a napkin transfer 

station which transfers the napkins to a wrapping station. The napkin transfer station uses a 

number of suction devices to releasably engage a napkin from the top of the napkin stack and 

then this napkin on to the wrapping station. After a predetermined number of napkins are 

removed from the napkin stack, the napkin lifting station raises the napkin stack to accommodate 

the decreased stack height. Air cylinders are used to power the singulation process, which may 

make the device overly bulky to fit in a small work space. Moreover, the patent claims that the 

machine works with any types of napkins, i.e. paper or cloth, which is doubtful because the 

performance of the suction devices to engage a napkin is not likely to be the same on different 

types of napkins. Moreover, earlier experiments in our work showed that suction devices on cloth 

napkins were ineffective due to high permeability of the cloth. 

U.S. Patent 7,210,279 “Device for wrapping a napkin about silverware and associated method”, 

May 1, 2007, proposes a model of silverware wrapping mechanism which includes an automatic 

napkin singulation system. A horizontally moving vacuum head, connected to a conveyor belt 

assembly picks up a napkin from a stack of napkins and carries it to the wrapping mechanism and 

disengages. The napkin stack is placed on a platform connected to a vertically oriented pulley 

assembly, which helps to maintain a specific vertical distance between the vacuum head and the 

top napkin of the stack. The patent does not provide any information on the material of the 

napkin. Again, vacuum pick-up on our cloth napkins was ineffective. Also there is a possibility of 

misalignment of the released napkins at the wrapping section because of jittery movement of the 

vacuum head caused by the conveyor belt.  
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U.S. Patent 7,322,172 “Utensil wrapping apparatus and method”, January 29, 2008, delivers an 

idea of a silverware wrapping device with an automated napkin delivery mechanism. The napkin 

delivery system has a transfer arm that rotates about a pivot point. The transfer arm is proposed to 

include grippers, robotic fingers or other mechanisms like vacuum lifting portion to lift up one 

napkin from a stack of napkins and deliver that to the wrapping area. The patent also suggests an 

alternative mechanism of napkin delivery similar to paper feed mechanism of a computer printer 

which might work with paper napkins but will most likely fail with cloth napkins (Jeyapalan, 

2005). Furthermore, the design of the transfer arm would most likely fail to deliver a napkin in a 

spread condition to the wrapping mechanism, which is required to produce good quality wraps. 

U.S. Patent 7,412,808 “Food service set assembly system”, August 19, 2008, presents a system to 

deliver wrapped silverware, which also houses an automatic napkin singulation unit.  The napkin 

singulation unit consists of a napkin magazine and a transfer assembly. The napkin magazine has 

a spring-loaded plate on which a stack of napkins is placed and a lift rod which picks up napkins 

from the stack. The transfer mechanism includes a clip and mechanism that receives a single 

napkin from the magazine and delivers the napkin to the wrapping mechanism. Another 

mechanism consisting of a vacuum chuck powered by an air compressor and tank is also 

suggested for picking up napkins from the stack. However none of these operations are explained 

in detail, which raises doubt about effectiveness. Similarly, the patent claims the invention will 

work with any type of napkin is doubtful.  

U.S. Patent 7,513,089 “Device for holding and dispensing utensils for wrapping apparatus”, April 

7, 2009, portrays a napkin singulation method designed for a silverware wrapping mechanism. A 

stack of napkins is placed on a platform whose height can be adjusted using a motorized, 

pneumatic or mechanical mechanism. To pick up the top napkin of the stack, the platform is lifted 

upward until a vacuum pick up head makes contact with the top napkin. After the napkin is 

picked up by the vacuum pick up head, the platform is lowered. When the platform returns to its 
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original position, clamps are used to hold the top napkin. The clamps then release the napkin to a 

wrapping mechanism. Though the patent claims that the invention works with any types of 

napkins, our experience shows that vacuum pick-up is ineffective for cloth napkins. 

It is evident from these patents that a significant amount of ingenuity has been dedicated to 

solving the napkin singulation problem to deliver singulated napkins to a silverware wrapping 

device. However, we are not aware of any commercial success of these patents because of several 

shortcomings, including inability to singulate cloth napkins properly, failure in producing good 

wraps with a professional appeal, complication in design and implementation, high production 

cost, unsatisfactory throughput, and requirement of significant manual labor. Thus significant 

room is left to develop a cloth napkin singulation system that could properly and effectively 

deliver singulated cloth napkins to a silverware wrapping device. 

 

1.4 Previous Cloth Napkin Singulation Work – Jeyapalan (2005) 

Arul Selvam Simon Jeyapalan, as a part of his Master’s thesis, “Automated wrapping of 

silverware in a napkin” (Jeyapalan, 2005), designed a cloth napkin singulation system. His 

silverware wrapping device comprised three subsystems, namely, cloth napkin singulation 

system, silverware dropping mechanism and silverware wrapping mechanism. The task of the 

cloth napkin singulation system was to pick a single cloth napkin from a stack of cloth napkins 

and place it on a conveyor to move it to the silverware dropping mechanism. When the singulated 

napkin on the conveyor reached the silverware dropping mechanism, a set of silverware pieces, 

namely, a spoon, a soup spoon, a fork, and a knife were dropped upon the napkin. Then the 

wrapping mechanism made a sequence of folds or rolls to completely wrap the silverware pieces 

in the napkin. Finally the wrapped silverware pieces were transported into a collecting bin by the 

conveyor.  
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Before starting his project, Jeyapalan conducted an analysis of various methods used to wrap 

silverware pieces in a cloth napkin. It turned out that the general practice to wrap silverware 

pieces in a cloth napkin was to place a silverware set along one of the diagonals of the napkin and 

wrap it. Accordingly he attempted to make a cloth napkin singulation system that could singulate 

a cloth napkin from a stack and deliver it in a diagonal position on a conveyor. The napkins he 

used in his device were square cotton dinner napkins measuring 20” in length per side and were 

neatly stacked in a pile. The napkin stack was placed in a diagonal position with respect to the 

conveyor so that the napkin singulation mechanism could pick up and place one single napkin at a 

time on the conveyor. 

To singulate the napkins from the napkin stack, Jeyapalan used a mechanism similar to the one 

used in desktop laser printers to singulate sheets of paper from a stack to feed the printer. The 

mechanism is shown in Figure 1.2. A roller pressed vertically onto the stack of napkins to pull a 

single napkin from the top of the napkin stack. The underlying idea behind was that when the 

friction between the topmost napkin and roller was greater than the friction between the top two 

napkins in the napkin stack, the napkin on the top would be singled out from the napkin stack. 
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Figure 1.2: Position of a Roller on a Stack of Cloth Napkins (Jeyapalan, 2005) 

 

After the roller had partially singulated the topmost napkin of the stack, one end of the partially 

singulated napkin extended from the stack, as shown in Figure 1.3. A pick-up device was then 

used to pull the partially singulated napkin out of the napkin stack and place it on a conveyor to 

be taken to the silverware drop mechanism. 
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Figure 1.3: Partially Singulated Cloth Napkin (Jeyapalan, 2005) 

 

Various methods were considered to pick up the partially singulated napkin from the napkin stack 

and place it on the conveyor. One approach was to place the napkin stack adjacent to the 

conveyor system to allow the napkin drop directly on the conveyor after partial singulation. 

However this design made the overall length of the singulation unit too long to fit in a small work 

place, and thereby was abandoned. Another design was considered by placing the napkin stack 

beneath the conveyor. The partially singulated napkin was secured between two rollers and 

placed on the conveyor by using motorized rotating arms. This design made the device compact, 

but the overall singulation process became complicated with additional drives, and therefore was 

not implemented in the end. 

The final design that was integrated to the silverware dropping mechanism and silverware 

wrapping mechanism was a modified version of the second design. This design also placed the 
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napkin stack beneath the conveyor. In addition, the new design included a static quadrant of a 

cylinder with one edge of the cylinder quadrant at one end of the napkin stack and the other edge 

near the starting point of the horizontal portion of the conveyor as shown in Figure 1.4.  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Final Design for the Napkin Singulator (Jeyapalan, 2005) 

 

An unpowered roller (Roller-2) was fixed on a powered rotating arm which could travel along the 

curved surface of the quadrant of the cylinder. The conveyor belt ran over the static cylindrical 

quadrant by using an additional unpowered end roller (Roller-3). Once the tip of the topmost 
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quadrant, with the napkin between the roller and the belt running over the static cylindrical 

quadrant. Once the napkin had cleared Roller-2, the arm rotated it back to its initial position and 

waited for the next cycle. 

Maintaining sufficient contact between Roller-1 and the topmost napkin of the napkin stack was 

mandatory for this singulating mechanism to work properly. To accommodate the decreased stack 

height, the napkin stack was placed on a tray which could be moved vertically up or down using 

three lead screw motors. The lead screws of the motors were threaded through three flanged nuts 

and the nuts were fixed on the tray holding the napkin stack. A schematic diagram of this setup is 

illustrated in Figure 1.5.  After a predetermined number of napkins were removed from the stack, 

all three motors were actuated synchronously to move the napkin stack upwards to maintain good 

contact and pressure between Roller-1 and the topmost napkin.  When all the napkins were 

removed from the stack, the tray was brought back to its initial position by reversing the motors. 
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Figure 1.5: Napkin Tray Lifting Mechanism (Jeyapalan, 2005) 

 

As the mechanism to partially singulate a cloth napkin from the cloth napkin stack was inspired 

from the paper sheet singulation mechanism of desktop laser printers, Jeyapalan found that in 

order for the cloth napkin singulation mechanism work properly, the cloth napkins should have 

been relatively stiff and smooth, like printer paper. To increase the stiffness of the cloth napkins, 

Jeyapalan added laundry starch to the cloth napkins in different amounts. It was found that the 

more the cloth napkin was starched, the stiffer it became and in turn exhibited less friction 
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between the top two napkins of the stack. However, even for the most highly starched napkins, he 

found that the frictional force between the top two napkins was higher than the frictional force 

between the topmost napkin and Roller-1. Also, the added stiffness made it difficult for the 

wrapping mechanism to fold and roll the napkin. Accordingly, the idea of starching the cloth 

napkins was dropped.  

Failure of the cloth napkin singulation system forced Jeyapalan to come up with a workaround, 

consisting of inserting a sheet of vellum paper of the same size as the napkin between each two 

consecutive napkins of the stack. This resulted in a reduced friction between the top two members 

of the stack, namely the topmost napkin and the vellum paper sheet beneath it, which helped the 

napkin singulation system work. Each sheet of paper in the stack was manually removed after the 

immediate top napkin was conveyed to the silverware drop mechanism. This made the process 

un-automated and artificial, but helped Jeyapalan conduct tests on the feasibility of the rest 

components of his device. However, the unified efficiency he achieved was only 68%. In order to 

pinpoint the reason behind that low efficiency, Jeyapalan conducted tests by manually feeding the 

napkins to the device and achieved a processing efficiency of 100%. This suggests a large need of 

improvement in the cloth napkin singulation system. The work herein is to design and construct 

an automated cloth napkin singulation system to replace Jeyaplan’s cloth napkin singulation unit 

and thereby allow completion of the silverware wrapping device. 

 

1.5 Objective 

Napkins are an essential aspect in any food service establishments. Whether it is a fine dining 

restaurant or an average one, it is often customary to provide customers with silverware pieces 

wrapped in napkins during food serving. Upscale restaurants generally use cloth napkins, while 

others use paper napkins. This enhances the table decor and provides a convenient way to prepare 
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the tables prior to customer arrival. Automation of the process of wrapping silverware pieces in 

napkins would decrease the significant manual labor and associated costs. Also it would minimize 

the risk of contamination and transmission of diseases from the restaurant employees during 

manual wrapping. This thesis concentrates on designing and constructing an automated cloth 

napkin singulation system, a major subsystem of any high-quality automated silverware wrapping 

device. The objective of this thesis is to modify, design, construct and test an efficient mechanism 

to singulate cloth napkins from a cloth napkin stack and place the napkins on a conveyor so that 

this singulation device can feed a silverware wrapping system, such as that described by 

Jeyapalan.  

The design of the hardware for the cloth napkin singulation system is thoroughly discussed in 

Chapter II. The control system design is presented in Chapter III, and experimental results and 

analyses are given in Chapter IV. Conclusions and contributions of the developed singulation 

device are presented in Chapter V, together with recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

 

DESIGN OF CLOTH NAPKIN SINGULATION SYSTEM  

 

2.1 Previous State of Design 

Because the cloth napkin singulator of Jeyapalan’s (2005) silverware wrapping device was not 

successful, a new project was started by Kelli (Nee Briley) Ford, an M.S.M.E. student in the OSU 

School of MAE, who came up with a new concept for picking napkins from a stack using an 

adhesive manufactured by 3-M Corporation. She designed and constructed the majority of the 

device used in the work herein, but left the graduate program in Spring 2010 with the work 

unfinished and with no written documentation. Bareiss (2011) took up the system where Briley-

Ford had left off and slightly improved it by adding several modifications, such as fixing the 

broken connections of the electrical systems, re-wiring some of the controllers for better 

operation, adding several infrared sensors to create closed-loop control for many of the 

mechanical subsystems, milling down flat surfaces on shafts for set screws to prevent slippage, 

and moving a few mechanical parts around to prevent hindrance during motion. Below is a brief 

description of the state of the singulation system before the segment of work described herein 

began. 

A combination of several mechanical and electrical subsystems were utilized to design and 

construct a cloth napkin singulation system that could remove the topmost napkin from a stack of 

cloth napkins and pass it on to a conveyor to be delivered to a silverware wrapping mechanism.
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The system employed a slider-crank mechanism that lowered a support structure that contained a 

roll of adhesive tape, with a small surface of this tape contacting the top napkin in a stack. The 

structure with tape and adhered napkin was then raised back up, effectively picking the topmost 

napkin from the stack. Upon completion of a full cycle, an electronic sensor mounted on the top 

of a carriage, carrying this structure, signaled the slider-crank mechanism to stop, holding the 

napkin at the highest limit of travel. A motor-driven rack-and-pinion mechanism then pulled the 

picked napkin toward a conveyor until an electronic sensor mounted aside one of the racks 

signaled to stop the motion. At this point, a linear actuator with a needle on the end attempted to 

detach the napkin from the adhesive surface. Once the napkin was removed, the rack-and-pinion 

mechanism returned the carriage toward the starting position so as not to obstruct the remaining 

process of the machine. Another electronic sensor mounted near the front of the machine signaled 

to halt when the carriage reached the starting position. After that, a four-bar mechanism attempted 

to position a wheel to hold the napkin on the conveyor as the conveyor carried the singulated 

napkin away from the stack. An electronic sensor mounted near the four-bar signaled to halt the 

mechanism after the wheel had been positioned on the napkin and then returned to its resting 

position. The napkin tray was then indexed upward to expose the next napkin in the stack on the 

tray by using three lead screw motors. After a predetermined number of napkins were passed 

along the conveyor, the adhesive surface collected dust and other debris and eventually lost its 

ability to adhere to the napkins. Accordingly a mechanism was designed and constructed to 

replace the used area of the adhesive tape roll with using an assembly of a powered winding 

roller, two idler rollers and an unwinding roller.  
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2.1.1 Problems Identified with Existing Setup 

Though a major portion of the mechanical system had been designed and constructed before the 

present thesis work started, many of the major subsystems were not functional, along with several 

other imperfections. These shortcomings are described in what follows. 

 The slider-crank mechanism employed to pick napkins from the stack used two 

connecting rods of unequal lengths, which caused jerky and unreliable motion during 

operation. The mechanism also used two cranks which slipped on their respective pulley 

shafts. This slippage resulted in occasional tilting of the entire assembly to the left during 

motion, which in turn bound up the assembly, preventing the mechanism from picking 

napkins properly. 

 The pinion gears of the rack-and-pinion mechanism slipped on the driving stepper motor 

shafts which caused noise and jittery motion of the configuration during travel to and 

from the conveyor. The vertical distance between the racks, together with the linear guide 

rails disposed parallel to the racks to hold the weight of the configuration, were not well 

aligned. This created excessive pressure on the racks by the mating pinion gears, leading 

to high pitch noise, vibration and stoppage of motion. Also the horizontal distance 

between the racks in the path of travel varied throughout, which resulted in noise and 

occasional derailment of the pinion gears from the racks, stopping motion abruptly during 

travel.  

 The linear actuator with a needle on the end, which attempted to push a picked napkin off 

the adhesive surface near one of the conveyor ends, failed to remove the napkin 

completely, leaving the napkin removal process unsuccessful. Also this method of 

disengagement would deposit the napkin on the conveyor with its corner folded over, 

which was undesirable. 
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 The driving motor of the four-bar mechanism often could not provide enough torque to 

create pressure on the napkin when it contacted the conveyor to successfully pass napkins 

along the conveyor. The feedback signal from a single electronic sensor was not 

sufficient to place the wheel on the napkin perfectly. This also caused failure of the wheel 

to return to its resting position, which later caused interference of the four-bar assembly 

with the rack-and-pinion configuration during the succeeding cycle of the singulation 

process.  

 The conveyor was composed of two separate belts in parallel, which moved apart from 

each other over time, leaving a gap in-between. This wrinkled the napkins laying on the 

conveyor belts and caused the four-bar mechanism to provide insufficient pressure of the 

wheel on the napkins such that the conveyor could pass them along. The belts were 

under-tensioned, leading to slippage on their rollers, which hindered the smooth running 

of the conveyor. The conveyor rollers were not perfectly aligned, resulting in creeping of 

the belts to one side after a period of time. The conveyor drive motor coupler often 

slipped on the drive roller shaft, causing unexpected termination of conveyor motion. The 

conveyor ran continuously during the whole singulation process, which was neither 

energy-efficient nor safe, because the conveyor motor could burn out if stalled. 

 The lead screw motors for the napkin stack tray, which were actuated synchronously to 

lift the napkin tray, did not turn equally because of different loading conditions that 

prevailed at the flanged nuts that supported the tray during motion along the lead screws. 

This tilted and eventually bound up the tray, restricting further vertical motion. 

 The powered tape winding roller, idler rollers and the unwinding roller to renew the 

adhesive strip were not aligned. This caused the adhesive strip to creep to one side under 

the resting idler rollers, reducing the effective adhesive surface area to adhere to napkins 
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during the singulation process. Also, the driving motor to power the winding roller was 

nonfunctional due to a broken soldered tab from fatigue and needed to be replaced. 

These shortcomings kept the singulation system from functioning as an integrated unit and 

needed further research and improvements. Detailed description of these shortcomings and our 

design and construction approaches to solving them are discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.2 Design Considerations 

Despite the cloth napkin singulation system, primarily designed and constructed by Kelli (Nee 

Briley) Ford, and later partially improved by Bareiss (2011), having several shortcomings, 

leaving the system nonoperational altogether, we elected to proceed with the core concept of this 

design, because it held significant promise for improvements. The napkins used in this 

singulation system are commercial-grade, square cotton dinner napkins, each measuring 19” in 

length, per side. Napkins are neatly stacked in a pile and are diagonally positioned, for the 

singulation system to pick a single napkin at a time and place it diagonally on a conveyor in a 

fully open condition, to be conveyed to a silverware wrapping system. It is then intended that the 

wrapping system designed by Jeyapalan (2005) drop silverware pieces on the napkin and perform 

wrapping. The process is then repeated as necessary. The entire singulation process is split into 

several steps, each utilizing different mechanical and electrical systems to accomplish a particular 

task to reach the ultimate singulation goal. A flow diagram of the singulation process comprising 

these steps is shown in Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1: Flow Diagram of Cloth Napkin Singulation System 

 

In the following sections, we present more details about each of these steps, along with different 

methods we investigated, approaches we explored, techniques we employed, and mechanisms we 

developed to design and construct a successful cloth napkin singulation system. Relevant 

drawings are included for ease of discussion. These drawings, however, serve only for illustration 

purposes and are not drawn to scale. A complete set of detailed and dimensioned photographs of 

the actual setup are given in Appendix B. 
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2.2.1 Design of Napkin Picking System 

The napkin picking system employs a slider-crank mechanism to pick a napkin from a napkin 

stack. The mechanism is housed on a carriage and is driven by a 12V motor, which is linked to 

two timing pulleys through timing belts to rotate two cranks. Two connecting rods are pivoted to 

the cranks by crankpins on one end and to a wooden sliding plate by wrist pins on the other end. 

The rotary motion from the motor is converted to linear sliding motion by the mechanism, which 

helps lower and raise the sliding plate, held on linear bearings, moving along two vertically 

mounted linear guide rails. The configuration is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Carriage Slider-Crank Configuration (Perspective View) 

 

An infrared sensor switch located at the top of the carriage signals to halt the mechanism when 

one complete cycle of rotation is completed. The sliding plate has a roll of special adhesive tape 
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(manufactured by 3-M Corporation) mounted on it, which helps lift one corner of a napkin from a 

napkin stack placed beneath the sliding plate, when the plate is lowered by the mechanism 

(Details of the tape roll system are given later on in this chapter). The plate has several holes cut 

into it, to remove weight, which facilitates ease of plate movement. 

Initial testing identified several problems with the existing carriage slider-crank system that 

hampered seamless operation of the mechanism. One of them was jerky movement of the 

configuration during motion. Investigation determined that the connecting rods used in the system 

were not of equal length, causing the jerking. After one of the connecting rods was replaced with 

one of equal length, the problem was resolved. 

Another problem was slippage of the cranks on their respective timing pulley shafts when 

excessive torque was applied. This occasionally tilted the sliding plate to left and eventually 

jammed it, restraining further motion. We discovered the set screws which were supposed to lock 

the cranks in place on the milled flat segments of the shafts, were worn out or stripped and could 

no longer remain tight. This was fixed by replacing the old set screws with new ones. Additional 

set screws were also installed for better fastening of the cranks to the shafts. 

After the problems of carriage slider-crank configuration were resolved, the mechanism could 

reliably pick napkins from a stack. In Figure 2.3, a schematic diagram of the napkin picking 

mechanism is shown. The napkin stack is diagonally positioned on a napkin tray in such a way 

that when the carriage is at its resting position, the sliding plate holding the adhesive tape is right 

above one corner of the napkin stack. To pick a napkin, the sliding plate is lowered by rotating 

the cranks counterclockwise using the driving motor. When the cranks reach the lowest point of 

travel, the sliding plate presses the adhesive tape on the proximate corner of the napkin stack, as 

shown in Figure 2.3(a).  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Diagram of Napkin Picking Mechanism (Front View) 
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As a result, one corner of the topmost napkin adheres to the adhesive tape. When the cranks 

return to their highest limit of travel, the top infrared sensor switch signals to stop motion, and the 

sliding plate has risen back up with the napkin attached, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Thus one 

napkin is partially singulated from rest of the napkins in the stack. 

 

2.2.2 Design of System to Move a Picked Napkin to a Conveyor 

As shown in Figure 2.4, the sliding plate with attached napkin is mounted on a transverse-moving 

carriage driven by a rack-and-pinion mechanism. After a napkin is picked up, the rack-and-pinion 

mechanism moves the napkin to a conveyor. The mechanism utilizes two stepper motors, which 

are mounted on both sides of the carriage with pinion gears attached to their shafts. Rack gears, 

supported on the static frame, are installed on each side of the carriage such that the engaged 

pinion gears can roll along the lengths of the racks. The weight of the carriage is held by linear 

bearings attached to both sides of the carriage, which slide along two linear guide rails mounted 

on the static frame. Several infrared sensor switches are installed along the path of travel of the 

carriage, on one side of the static frame, to detect position of the carriage during motion. 
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Figure 2.4: Carriage Rack-and-Pinion Configuration (Perspective View) 

 

When first tested, several problems were discovered with the rack-and-pinion system.  One was 

slippage of the pinion gears on their driving motor shafts, which created noise, vibration, and 

unreliable motion. To solve this, we first replaced the old worn out set screws which held the 

pinion gears on the milled flat surfaces of the motor shafts. While this initially solved the 

problem, after a few cycles of operation, the set screws became loose and the pinion gears began 

slipping again. After investigation, we found that some of the threads on the pinion shafts were 

stripped out such that the new set screws could no longer fasten the pinions tightly to the motor 

shafts. After drilling holes through the motor shafts and the pinion hubs, we used through pins to 

lock the pinion gears to the motor shafts, which stopped the slippage. 
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Another problem was high contact pressure exerted by the pinion gears on their meshing racks, 

which resulted in high pitch noise, vibration and sudden stoppage of carriage motion. After 

investigation, we found that the vertical distance between the linear guide rails and racks disposed 

in parallel to them were unequal throughout the path of travel of the carriage. As a result, the 

guide rails could not hold the full load of the carriage during travel, as was intended. This resulted 

in extremely high contact pressure between pinions and racks, causing the pinions to bind 

temporarily on the racks together with noise and vibration. After adjustment of the vertical 

distance between the guide rails and racks, the problem was solved. 

A further problem was then discovered, namely that, the racks were not parallelly aligned 

lengthwise, which caused occasional disengagement of the pinions from the mating racks. By 

using washers as spacers at different locations between the racks and corresponding static frame 

we aligned the racks to eliminate this problem. We also added two wooden support bars at the 

front and back of the carriage, as shown in Figure 2.4, which provided additional support to 

maintain the pinions on the racks during travel. 

After fixing these problems with carriage rack-and-pinion, the system could move a picked 

napkin toward a conveyor without interruption. A schematic view of this operation is shown in 

Figure 2.5. After the adhesive tape of the sliding plate picks a napkin and reaches back up to its 

top position, as described in the previous section, the carriage stepper motors begin driving the 

pinion gears to move the carriage along the mating racks toward the Conveyor. Three infrared 

sensor switches are mounted on the static frame to determine position of the carriage during 

travel. When the carriage interrupts rear infrared sensor switch, shown in Figure 2.5, the switch 

sends signal to the control unit and the carriage is stopped (The purposes of the other two sensor 

switches are discussed in the following sections). The rear infrared sensor switch is judicially 

placed slightly ahead of the conveyor end position, adjacent to the napkin tray, such that the 

carriage pulls a significant portion of the picked napkin onto the conveyor. This allows other 
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mechanisms, described below, to easily disengage the napkin and assure that the conveyor 

transports it. In this way a singulated napkin is moved to a conveyor from the napkin stack. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic Diagram of Napkin Moving Mechanism (Angled View from 45° Up from 

Right Side) 

 

2.2.3 Design of Napkin Removal System 

After the carriage moves a picked napkin to the upstream conveyor end, a napkin removal 

mechanism is employed to remove the napkin from the adhesive surface and place it on the 

conveyor. This configuration utilizes a 12V DC linear actuator, with a stroke length of 100 mm, 
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and a gear ratio of 63:1, which is firmly mounted on the front support bar, in front of the sliding 

plate, with an overhead support from the carriage. A horizontally disposed, 4” long x 1 3/8” wide 

x 1/2” thick aluminum block is attached on the clevis rod end of the actuator, at the bottom, using 

mounting brackets, bolts and nuts. The actuator works in conjunction with the slider-crank 

mechanism driving the sliding plate, to successfully remove a napkin from the adhesive tape. 

When fully extended, the actuator presses and holds down the aluminum bar on the napkin laying 

on the conveyor, while the sliding plate then moves upward, detaching the adhesive tape from the 

napkin. This configuration is shown in Figure 2.6.  

 

 

Figure 2.6: Napkin Removal Configuration (Perspective View) 
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In the previous design by Briley-Ford, a linear actuator of 50 mm stroke length, with a needle 

attached to the end, attempted to remove a napkin from the adhesive tape fixture, but was 

unsuccessful. This configuration is shown in Figure 2.7(a). After preliminary investigation, it 

appeared that the stroke length of the actuator was not sufficient to reach down enough to push 

the napkin completely off the tape. As an experiment, we replaced the old linear actuator with a 

new one having a stroke length of 100 mm and a gear ratio of 63:1, hoping that a higher stroke 

length would help remove the napkin successfully. However, we found that napkin removal 

remained unsuccessful. The needle could partially disengage the napkin corner held to the tape 

near the needle, but could not disengage the napkin completely. Also this method required a 

napkin to be held by the adhesive tape at some distance from the napkin corner during pick-up, so 

that the needle could penetrate the napkin corner hanging over the conveyor and push it off 

during the removal process. This placed the napkin on the conveyor with its corner folded over, 

which was not acceptable, because for later silverware wrapping, the napkin needed to be 

completely flat. Considering these drawbacks, we concluded that napkin removal using a needle 

was not a viable approach, and we proceeded to investigate other alternatives. 

Our initial attempt was replacing the needle with a thin metal bar with two equidistant fingers 

projecting horizontally from the ends of the bar, as shown in Figure 2.7(b). This showed slightly 

better performance over the needle, since the horizontally disposed fingers could reach entirely 

across both sides of the tape fixture that held the napkin, when the needle could only reach the 

front portion. 
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Figure 2.7: Previous Attempts for Napkin Removal (Perspective View) 

 

To successfully remove a napkin, the fingers should to be in close proximity to the adhesive area 

contacting the napkin so that the fingers could push the entire adhered napkin area off the tape. 

However this would cause interference of the fingers with tape roll configuration during napkin 

pick-up process when the sliding plate containing the tape roll is lowered. This left us with 

options of either changing the tape roll configuration to accommodate the fingers or finding a 

better alternative to the bar with fingers. As the tape roll system was already in a working state, 

and also there was a possibility that the bar with fingers might place the napkin on the conveyor 

with its corner folded over, we abandoned the napkin removal concept using the bar with fingers. 

Finally we employed a linear actuator with a horizontally oriented aluminum block attached on 

the end, synchronized with the carriage slider-crank mechanism, and found success in removing a 
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disengages the adhesive surface from the napkin. A simplified view of this mechanism is shown 

in Figure 2.8. After the carriage stops at the conveyor upstream end, the carriage slider-crank 

mechanism rotates the cranks counterclockwise until the sliding plate travels all the way down 

with the napkin attached, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). Then the linear actuator is extended. When 

the actuator fully extends, the aluminum block on its end presses and holds down the napkin 

securely on the conveyor, while the sliding plate is raised back up, as illustrated in Figure 2.8(b). 

This disengages the napkin from the adhesive tape and places the picked corner of the napkin on 

the conveyor. Also the corner unfolds itself upon release, since the tape was moved to engage the 

napkin closer to the corner during pick-up.  After the napkin is released, the actuator retracts and 

returns the aluminum block to its resting position. We found that this process reliably removes the 

picked napkin from the adhesive tape and properly lands it on the conveyor end. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic Diagram of Napkin Removal (Perspective View) 
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2.2.4 Design of System to Engage a Napkin on the Moving Conveyor 

After a napkin is removed from the adhesive tape and a corner of the napkin has been placed on 

the upstream conveyor end, a mechanism is needed to create necessary hold-down pressure for 

the conveyor to fully engage the napkin and pull it off the stack. In the device inherited from 

Briley-Ford, a four-bar mechanism was used to drive a wheel, which when contacting the napkin 

end on the conveyor, was intended to provide the needed hold-down pressure. This configuration, 

shown in Figure 2.9, initially consisted of four links; later one extension link was added to place 

the wheel further toward the upstream conveyor end. The mechanism used a 12V motor which 

rotated in a single direction to lower the wheel onto the conveyor to press down on a napkin. 

After that, the wheel was to return to its resting position without reversing the direction of the 

driving motor. An infrared sensor switch positioned beside the motor monitored the position of 

Coupler-1 of the four-bar mechanism and attempted to utilize that data to halt the mechanism 

when necessary. After initial testing, we found several major problems with this approach. First, 

the motor often could not provide sufficient torque to press down the wheel firmly on the napkin 

to provide necessary hold-down friction. Previously, lightening holes had been added to the links 

to reduce the weight of the configuration to solve this problem, but the problem remained. 

Moreover, position feedback from one infrared sensor switch was not sufficient for the control 

unit to precisely control the position of the wheel. As a result the mechanism occasionally failed 

to properly position the wheel on the napkins laying on the conveyor. This also resulted in 

stoppage of the four-bar motion at unexpected positions as the wheel was returning to its resting 

position. This in turn caused interference of the four-bar system with the carriage rack-and-pinion 

system during the next cycle of operation.  After review and experimentation, we concluded that 

the four-bar mechanism was not a plausible solution for engaging napkins with the conveyor. 

Therefore we explored different approaches. 
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Figure 2.9: Previous Four-Bar Configuration (Side View) 

 

We elected to try an unpowered 3 1/2” diameter roller, attached to the end of a 12V DC linear 

actuator, with a stroke length of 100 mm, and a gear ratio of 63:1, identical to that has been used 

in the napkin removal system. The actuator with the roller is mounted on a vertical support, on 

the rear side of the carriage, using a cantilever support element centrally positioned on the bottom 

surface of the rear support bar of the carriage, shown in Figure 2.10. The linear actuator presses 
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the napkin is carried far enough along the conveyor for its own weight to create the necessary 

friction with the conveyor surface to continue conveyance without extra hold-down force. The 

linear actuator is then signaled to return upward to its rest position, withdrawing the roller from 

the napkin.  
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Figure 2.10: Napkin Engaging Configuration (Perspective View) 
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motor through a gearbox, as shown in Figure 2.11. The length and width of the active conveying 

surface have been judicially selected to accommodate the geometry of the napkin. Since the 

napkins used for the singulation process are 19” x 19” square napkins, each diagonal of a napkin 

is approximately 27” in length. After allowing tolerance and space for drive support, the overall 

length and width of the conveyor are 34” and 32”, respectively. 
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Figure 2.11: Conveyor Configuration (Perspective View) 
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This problem was solved by laterally winding an adhesive tape around the belts at a plurality of 

locations, which maintained the belts acting as a single unit, as shown in Figure 2.11. 

The belts of the conveyor were poorly tensioned, which caused noise, vibration and slippage of 

the belts on their rollers. To properly tension the belts, we initially moved the belt rollers further 

apart from each other to take up the belt slack. This slightly improved the belt tension, but did not 

eliminate the problem completely. Later we installed a take-up roller as shown in Figure 2.12. 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Take-Up Roller (Side View) 

 

This helped tension the belts, but the metal clip lacings of the belts tended to catch on the take-up 

roller, which caused the drive roller motor to stall. As its disadvantage outweighed its advantage, 

we decided to drop this idea and looked for better alternatives. Finally we coated the drive and 

tail rollers with thick rubber linings on their outer surfaces, which improved belt performance 

significantly and reduced belt slippage to a tolerable degree. 

The conveyor belts crept to one side after the conveyor had been running for a period of time. 

After investigation, we identified that the conveyor rollers were not perfectly aligned on the static 

frame with respect to each other. We, therefore, realigned the rollers, raised the roller drive motor 

seat elevation to better match the position of the drive roller, and also installed guides, as shown 

in Figure 2.11, which helped reduce creeping significantly. 
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Another problem was slippage of the drive motor coupler on the drive roller shaft which caused 

noise, vibration, and interruption of conveyor motion. Initially we replaced the worn out set 

screws which held the coupler on the flat spot of the drive roller shaft. This solved the problem 

temporarily, but after several runs, the set screws became loose and the coupler slipped again. 

After investigation, we found that the threads on the coupler were stripped out, and so we pinned 

the coupler to the drive roller shaft as described earlier for the pinion drive motors.   

In the previous design by Briley-Ford, the conveyor motor operated continuously during 

singulation process. This was not only power-inefficient, but also risky because it could burn out 

the motor if the drive roller was stalled. We, therefore, added a controller to the conveyor drive 

motor, which allowed the conveyor to operate only when a napkin was in place. 

 After the linear actuator with a push roller on its end was installed, and the conveyor problems 

were fixed, the system could convey a napkin along the conveyor successfully. A schematic 

diagram of this process is given in Figure 2.13. After the napkin removal system removes a 

napkin from the adhesive tape and places the napkin corner on the conveyor, the carriage rack-

and-pinion mechanism moves the carriage away from the conveyor in order to position the push 

roller right above the napkin corner, as shown in Figure 2.13(a). The middle infrared sensor 

switch is placed at a position so as to halt the carriage when the push roller center-line is aligned 

above the corner of the napkin. Then the conveyor is turned on and the linear actuator is 

extended. Upon full extension, the actuator presses and holds down the push roller on the napkin, 

which delivers necessary pressure between napkin and conveyor such that the conveyor can pull 

the napkin onto the belt and convey it, as shown in Figure 2.13(b). The slight flexible cantilever 

support helps absorb any vibration delivered by the conveyor during this process. When the 

napkin moves far enough for its own weight to adhere to the conveyor, the actuator is retracted 

and the push roller returns to its resting position. The conveyor motion is stopped when the 

napkin leaves the conveyor, ready for entry into a napkin wrapping system. 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic Diagram of Napkin Engagement on Moving Conveyor 
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2.2.5 Design of System to Return Carriage to Resting Position 

After a napkin is fully conveyed, the carriage is returned to its original resting position to await 

the next napkin. This is accomplished using the carriage rack-and-pinion mechanism, which rolls 

the pinion gears along the racks until the front infrared sensor switch, positioned near the front 

portion of the setup, signals the control unit to stop the motion. A schematic view of this 

operation is shown in Figure 2.14.  

 

 

Figure 2.14: Schematic Diagram of Carriage Return (Angled View from 45° Up from Right Side) 
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The position of the front infrared sensor switch is selected carefully such that when the carriage 

stops, the center-line of the adhesive tape is directly above the corner of the napkin stack, such 

that remaining napkins in the stack can be picked in following cycles of operation. The front 

sensor switch also serves another purpose at the very outset of the singulation process: when the 

singulation system is powered up for the first time, the front infrared sensor switch checks the 

position of the carriage. If the carriage is not at its resting position, the front infrared sensor 

switch signals the control unit, which then sends commands to the pinion drive motors to position 

the  carriage at its desired resting position. 

 

2.2.6 Design of Napkin Tray Lifting System 

In the previous design by Briley-Ford, three lead screw stepper motors were used to lift a napkin 

tray containing napkin to compensate for decreasing stack height as napkins are removed from 

the top of the stack. This is necessary to maintain adequate contact pressure between the napkin 

and the adhesive tape. The motors were vertically mounted on a support structure with their lead 

screws pointed downward, as shown in Figure 2.15. Each lead screw threaded through a flanged 

nut and the nuts were fixed to a horizontally disposed napkin tray, made of a Masonite sheet, 

upon which the cloth napkin stack was placed. All three motors were actuated synchronously in 

an attempt to raise the napkin tray to maintain sufficient contact between the adhesive tape and 

the topmost napkin of the stack, after a few napkins had been removed. During our initial testing, 

we found that when the motors were actuated, the napkin tray leaned to one side and eventually 

bound up, restricting further vertical lifting.  After investigation, we identified that different 

loading conditions existed at the points where the flanged nuts were attached to the napkin tray, 

such that the lead screws would not rotate equally when the motors were powered synchronously. 
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As a result, the corners of the napkin tray rose by different amounts which tilted and eventually 

bound up the tray.  

 

 

Figure 2.15: Previous Napkin Tray Lifting Configuration (Side View) 
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we concluded that lifting the tray using three motors together was not a plausible solution, such 

that we investigated alternatives using only one lead screw stepper motor to raise the napkin 

stack. After considering several ideas for replacing the Briley-Ford tray lifting system, we 

selected the approach shown in Figure 2.16.   
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Figure 2.16: Napkin Tray Lifting Configuration (Perspective View) 
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napkin tray so as to facilitate smooth transition of the picked napkins from the napkin tray to the 

conveyor. A lead screw stepper motor threaded through a flanged nut is employed to lift the 

napkin tray. The motor is mounted upside down in a base plate with its open end of the lead 

screw passing through a support plate, disposed horizontally above the base plate and held in 

place by means of the flanged nut of the motor. The rotary motion from the motor is converted 

into linear motion by the lead screw, which helps raise and lower the support plate along three 

guide rods, mounted vertically on the base plate. A short section of PVC pipe, resting on the 

support plate, transfers the vertical motion of the support plate to the napkin tray without letting 

the lead screw interfere with the napkin tray. Several lightening holes are cut into the napkin tray, 

PVC pipe and the support plate to remove weight such that the load on the stepper motor is 

manageable. 

After the old napkin tray lifting system was replaced with the new, the napkin tray could be raised 

reliably to accommodate the decreased stack height. A schematic figure of the napkin tray lifting 

mechanism is given in Figure 2.17. To raise the napkin tray, the lead screw stepper motor is 

actuated with the motor firmly fixed in the base plate and the support plate attached to the flanged 

nut of the lead screw motor, the rotary motion of the motor is converted into linear motion by the 

lead screw, which lifts upward the base plate, PVC pipe section, napkin tray, and support plate. 

After all the napkins have been removed from the napkin stack and conveyed away, the tray is 

returned to its resting position by rotating the motor in opposite direction. 
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Figure 2.17: Schematic Diagram of Napkin Tray Lifting (Side View) 
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with the idler rollers helps prevent sideways creeping of the tape during tape renewal and the 
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opposite side of the tape adheres to a napkin corner when the idler rollers are pressed onto the 

napkin stack by lowering the sliding plate using the carriage slider-crank mechanism. During the 

tape renewal process, the powered winding roller acts as a take-up reel and the unwinding roller 

acts as a supply reel. A 12V motor positioned behind the sliding plate powers the winding roller, 

which places an unused area of the tape under the idler rollers. The motor is activated after a set 

number of napkin cycles by a signal from the control unit. Figure 2.18 depicts this process. 

 

 

Figure 2.18: Tape Roll Configuration (Perspective View) 
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rollers and the unwinding roller were not aligned with one another on the sliding plate. This 

creeping reduced the effective adhesive surface area under the idler rollers, and eventually the 

tape slid off the idler rollers completely. We, therefore, repositioned and realigned the rollers, 

which reduced creeping to a tolerable limit. 

We also encountered a problem with the driving motor of the tape roll system. The 12V motor, 

which was coupled to the winding roller shaft behind the sliding plate, had an irreparably broken 

soldered tab, leaving the system non-operating. We, therefore, replaced the motor with a new one 

and also taped the soldered joints so as to prevent further breaking of the soldered tabs from 

fatigue, caused by frequent down and up motion of the sliding plate during napkin picking and 

napkin removal processes. 

After the problems of the tape roll system were fixed, the system could renew the adhesive tape 

properly after a few cycles of operation. A schematic diagram of adhesive tape renewal 

mechanism is depicted in Figure 2.19. When the driving motor rotates the winding roller, the 

unwinding roller peels off a portion of the paper backing such that a new portion of tape is 

unwound in response to traction from the winding roller. This unwound portion of tape passes 

under the idler rollers and winds up on the winding roller together with the paper backing, 

replacing the old, used tape under the idler rollers with a new portion of tape. Thus the tape roll 

system renews the adhesive tape to maintain a tape strip sticky enough for successful continuation 

of the singulation process. 
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Figure 2.19: Schematic Diagram of Adhesive Tape Renewal (Front View) 

 

A sketch of the complete cloth napkin singulation system is shown in Figure 2.20. In this chapter, 

we have presented a detailed analysis and design of the process and hardware we have used to 

design and construct a cloth napkin singulation system. A set of photographs of the apparatus 

with details and dimensions is given in Appendix B. In the next chapter, we present an in-depth 

discussion of the control system we developed to run various components of the napkin 

singulation system. 
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Figure 2.20: Cloth Napkin Singulation System (Perspective View) 
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Interface between Actuators, Sensors and Controllers  

To coordinate between different subsystems of the cloth napkin singulation system, a control 

system comprising actuators, sensors, controllers, and associated software was designed and 

implemented. The actuators are the output devices that receive commands from their driver 

controllers and deliver required motions during the singulation process. They include the 12V DC 

motor of carriage slider-crank mechanism, the two stepper motors of the carriage rack-and-pinion 

mechanism, the two 12V DC linear actuators used in the napkin removing and engaging 

mechanisms, the 12V DC motor operating the conveyor, the lead screw stepper motor for the 

napkin tray lifting system, and the 12V DC motor used for tape renewal. The sensors are the input 

devices that send position feedbacks of different moving components to the main controller. They 

include the top, front, middle and rear infrared sensor switches, discussed in Chapter II. The 

controllers for the singulation system include different drivers for the actuators and a 

microcontroller, which acts as the CPU (Central Processing Unit) of the control system. The 

microcontroller operates in a stand-alone mode, interacting with all actuators and sensors, making 

controlling decisions, and implementing them. Two separate power supply units are used to meet 

the power demands for the control system components.  
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In the following sections, we present details on each of these actuators, their drivers, the sensors, 

the power supply units, and the method in which they interface with the microcontroller. A 

detailed specification for each of these components is given in the Appendices.  

 

3.1.1 Microcontroller 

The microcontroller used in the cloth napkin singulation system to interact with the actuators and 

the sensors is the PIC18F4520, a microcontroller made by Microchip Technology Inc., and 

offered in a development kit from CCS, Inc. The prototyping board has a PIC18F4520 

microcontroller with 30 I/O pins available through a simple plug configuration to connect to other 

electronic components. A schematic diagram of the pin configuration of the prototyping board is 

given in Figure 3.1. The board also features a potentiometer, an RS-232 level converter, a 

pushbutton, three LEDs, and an ICD (In-Circuit Debugger/Programmer) connector attached to the 

microcontroller (Not shown in the Figure 3.1). Both the digital and the analog pins of the 

microcontroller have been utilized in the control system. The digital pins are used to send 

commands to the actuator drivers, and the analog pins are used to receive analog voltage signals 

from the infrared sensor switches. The pins are connected to the respective components through a 

breadboard to allow for easy disconnection, if required. The prototyping board is supplied with 

9V through a 9V AC adapter.  A 5V voltage regulator IC, built-in on the prototyping board, steps 

down the voltage to 5V to supply the microcontroller and the sensors connected to the 

microcontroller with their operating voltage. The ground pin of the microcontroller is connected 

to the ground connections of the power supply units to serve as the COM terminal (Common 

Ground) of the entire control circuit. The development kit offers a C compiler, through which we 

generate .hex files for the software codes written in C programming language on a PC (Personal 

Computer). The .hex files are downloaded on the microcontroller from the PC using an ICD unit, 
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provided in the development kit. The flash memory of the microcontroller helps erase previous 

code and reprogram the microcontroller any number of times required. The datasheet for the 

microcontroller and a detailed prototyping board layout are given in Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagram of Pin Configuration of PIC18F4520 Prototyping Board 

 

3.1.2 Control System for Carriage Slider-Crank Mechanism 

The 12V DC gear motor (PN01007) of the carriage slider-crank mechanism is controlled by a 

bidirectional PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) motor speed controller (BIDIR-115S) from Critical 

Velocity Enterprises, LLC. A schematic connection diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 

3.2.  
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Figure 3.2: Schematic Connection Diagram for Carriage Slider-Crank Control System 
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off the motor, and the DR pin is immediately made high for a short period of time, which applies 

a brake to the motor. This helps stop the motor at a desired position. To determine the position of 

the motor after one full cycle is completed, the top infrared sensor switch (SEN0019), mounted 

on the top of the carriage, is utilized. A schematic connection diagram of the top infrared sensor 

switch is given in Figure 3.3.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic Connection Diagram for Top Infrared Sensor Switch 
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carriage slider-crank motor, the bidirectional PWM motor speed controller, and the infrared 

sensor switch are given in Appendix D, Appendix E, and Appendix F, respectively. 

 

3.1.3 Control System for Carriage Rack-and-Pinion Mechanism 

The two stepper motors (KL23H276-30-8A) of the carriage rack-and-pinion mechanism, which 

together move the carriage along the rack gears to and from the conveyor, are connected to two 

micro stepping drivers (KL6050) from Automation Technology Inc. Figure 3.4 shows a 

schematic connection diagram of the controllers. The +V pin of each controller is supplied with 

36V DC from a 36V DC PSU to power the connected stepper motor, and the GND pin of each 

controller is shorted to the COM terminal of the controller circuit. Each motor has 8 different 

colored wires: the Blue, Green, Brown and White wires are connected to the A+, A-, B+, and B- 

pins of the driver controller, respectively, while the Red/Yellow and Black/Orange wires are 

shorted together, respectively. This establishes a bipolar (series) connection of the motors with 

their driver controllers, which provides very good low speed torque required to reliably move the 

carriage along the racks. Each controller has 6 signal pins, among which two are pulse single 

pins, PUL+, and PUL-, two are direction signal pins, DIR+, and DIR-, and the remaining two are 

enable signal pins, ENA+, and ENA-. The PUL+ pins of both controllers are connected to the 

PIN_D5 of the MCU and the PUL- pins are connected to the COM terminal. The DIR+ pins of 

the controllers for the left and right stepper motors are connected to PIN_B1 and PIN_D7 of the 

MCU, respectively, and both DIR- pins are grounded. The ENA+ and ENA- pins of both 

controllers are left unconnected, which by default enable the controllers. A pulsing function 

written into the main program sends pulses to the PUL+ pins of the controllers, which actuates 

the motors to move the carriage to or from the conveyor.  
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Figure 3.4: Schematic Connection Diagram for Carriage Rack-and-Pinion Control System 
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outboard, the DIR+ pins are inversely signaled to rotate the motors in opposite directions, which 

in turn move the carriage in the same linear direction. The carriage is stopped at the intended 

locations by stopping pulses at the PUL+ pins. 

The front, middle, and the rear infrared sensor switches (SEN0019), placed on the static support 

frame, are used to trigger the controllers to stop the carriage when the carriage reaches in the 

sensor switches. Schematic connection diagrams of the sensor switches are given in Figure 3.5. 

Like the top infrared sensor switch, the V+ pins of the front, middle, and rear sensor switches are 

supplied with 5V DC from the MCU, and the GND pins are shorted to the COM terminal. The 

SIGNAL pins of the front, middle, and the rear sensor switches are connected to PIN_A1, 

PIN_E0, and PIN_A2 of the MCU, respectively. Upon detection of the carriage, the voltage 

signals from the sensor switches drop, which are sensed by the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller then ceases pulses at the PUL+ pins of the controller, stopping the carriage at the 

intended locations. The datasheets for the stepper motors, the micro stepping drivers, and the 

infrared sensor switches are given in Appendix G, Appendix H, and Appendix F, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic Connection Diagrams for Front, Middle, and Rear Infrared Sensor 

Switches 
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(b) Schematic Connection Diagram for Middle Infrared Sensor Switch 

(c) Schematic Connection Diagram for Rear Infrared Sensor Switch 
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3.1.4 Control System for Napkin Removing and Napkin Engaging Linear Actuators 

The two 12V DC linear actuators with a stroke length of 100 mm and a gear ratio of 63:1 (L16-

100-63-12-P), which are used to remove a picked napkin from the adhesive tape and later to 

engage the removed napkin on the conveyor, are separately controlled by two linear actuator 

control boards (LAC) from Firgelli Technologies Inc. Schematic connection diagrams of the 

controllers are shown in Figure 3.6. Each of the linear actuators has 5 different colored wires, 

namely, Yellow, Black, Red, Purple, and Orange, which are sequentially connected to the 5 

corresponding pins of actuator connector X2 on the control board. As the rated voltage for the 

linear actuators is 12V DC, each actuator is supplied with 12V DC from the 12V DC PSU at the 

VDC pin of control interface X6 on the control board. The GND pin of X6 for each controller is 

shorted to the COM terminal. The RC pins of X6 for napkin removing and napkin disengaging 

control boards are connected to the PIN_D6 and PIN_D4 of the MCU, respectively. These pins 

are used to send pulses to the connected actuators to activate them. A 2 ms 5V DC signal pulse at 

the RC pin fully extends the connected actuator and a 1 ms 5V DC signal pulse fully retracts the 

actuator. The remaining two input pins of X6, namely, IC, and, VC are left open and are not used 

by the control system. Since both actuators are needed to be fully extended for our design 

purposes, we have not used the position feedback capabilities of the actuators. The datasheets for 

the linear actuators and the linear actuator control boards are given in Appendix I and Appendix 

J, respectively. 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic Connection Diagrams for Napkin Removing and Napkin Engaging Linear 

Actuators Control Systems 
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3.1.5 Control System for Conveyor 

The 12V DC gear motor (PN01007) used to drive the conveyor is identical to the one that has 

been used in the carriage slider-crank-mechanism. The motor is controlled by a DC-to-pulse 

width modulator (K8004) from Velleman, Inc. A schematic connection diagram of the controller 

is given in Figure 3.7.  

 

 

Figure 3.7: Schematic Connection Diagram for Conveyor Control System 
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(duty cycle) is directly proportional to the value of the DC voltage applied at the DC IN pin of the 

controller. Since our design does not require variable speed for the conveyor, we apply a fixed 

voltage (Either 5V or 0V) at the DC IN pin from the microcontroller to either run or stop the 

conveyor. 

The minimum output voltage, maximum output voltage and output frequency required for our 

design have been adjusted using three potentiometers built-in on the controller, labeled RV1, 

RV2, and RV3 (Not shown in the Figure 3.7), respectively. The controller is a unidirectional 

motor controller. To change the direction of the motor rotation, the motor wires connected to the 

LOAD pins must be reversed, which is not required in our design, since the conveyor always runs 

in a single direction. The datasheets for the conveyor motor and the controller are provided in 

Appendix D and Appendix K, respectively. 

 

3.1.6 Control System for Napkin Tray Lifting Mechanism 

The control system for napkin tray lifting mechanism includes a lead screw stepper motor 

(E43H4C-12-007) and a bipolar stepper motor driver (K158) from DIY Electronics (HK) Ltd. A 

schematic connection diagram of the control system is given in Figure 3.8.  
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Figure 3.8: Schematic Connection Diagram for Napkin Tray Lifting Control System 
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low signal from the microcontroller at the +DIR pin raises the tray and a high signal lowers the 

tray. The datasheets for the motor and the motor driver are given in Appendix L and Appendix M, 

respectively. 

 

3.1.7 Control System for Adhesive Tape Renewal Mechanism 

The 12V DC gear motor (MT-050) of the adhesive tape renewal system is controlled by a DC to 

pulse width modulator (K8004), identical to the one that has been used to control the conveyor 

motor. A schematic connection diagram of the controller is given in Figure 3.9.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: Schematic Connection Diagram for Adhesive Tape Renewal Control System 
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and is used to send high and low signals (5V or 0V) from the microcontroller. A high signal at the 

DC IN pin converts the source voltage (12V here) into a series of pulses at the motor terminals 

and thereby runs the motor. To stop the motor the PIN_D1 is brought low. The minimum output 

voltage, maximum output voltage and output frequency required for the system have been 

adjusted using three potentiometers built-in on the controller, labeled RV1, RV2, and RV3 (Not 

shown in the Figure 3.9), respectively. The datasheet for the motor and the controller is given in 

Appendix N and Appendix K, respectively. 

 

3.1.8 Power Supply Units 

Two different power supply units, one of 12V DC, and the other of 36V DC, are in place to 

power all the components of the control system. The 12V DC PSU (S-145-12) can output up to 

12A, and the 36V DC PSU (HS-400-36) can output up to 11A. Schematic diagrams of the pin 

configuration of the power supply units are given in Figure 3.10. The rated power for the 12V DC 

PSU and the 36V DC PSU are 144W and 400W, respectively. The 36V DC PSU provides power 

only to the micro stepping driver for the carriage rack-and-pinion mechanism. All other 

components are powered by the 12V DC PSU. The datasheets for the power supply units are 

given in Appendix O. 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic Diagram of Pin Configuration of Power Supply Units 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic Connection Diagram of Complete Control System 
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3.2 Program for Cloth Napkin Singulation System 

A program written in the C programming language on a PC using the C compiler provided with 

the PIC18F4520 development kit is used to communicate with different components of the 

control system to perform the singulation process. The program was downloaded to the 

microcontroller using the ICD unit provided with the kit for programming and debugging. Once 

the microcontroller is programmed, it operates in a stand-alone mode, commencing and finishing 

the singulation process continuously for a given number of napkins. The actuators are run by their 

driver controllers upon receiving pulses or high/low voltage signals sent to them form the 

microcontroller by the program.  The infrared sensor switches offer a non-contact method of 

providing position feedback of different moving objects in the singulation system to the 

microcontroller. The top infrared sensor switch provides position feedback of the left crank 

during carriage slider-crank operation, and the remaining three sensor switches provide position 

feedback of the carriage during carriage travel, which are used by the program in the 

microcontroller for decision making. The napkin removing and napkin engaging linear actuators 

have been mounted on the device in a way such that they are expanded or retracted completely 

during singulation process, such that their position feedback capabilities have not been used by 

the program. This has reduced the complexity of the code and also has resulted in saved memory 

and execution time. To better illustrate how the program executes, a flowchart for the entire 

singulation algorithm is given in Figure 3.12. The source code for the program is provided in 

Appendix P.  
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart for Cloth Napkin Singulation Algorithm 
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In this chapter we have presented the details of the control system and how the program interfaces 

with different components to perform the singulation process. Results of different tests performed 

on the designed and constructed prototype cloth napkin singulation system are presented in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 Factors Considered for Experimentation 

After completing design and construction of the cloth napkin singulation system, it was tested for 

reliability and repeatability, and the results of the performance evaluation were recorded. These 

consist of singulation efficiency and unit singulation time as primary indicators of performance. 

Singulation efficiency is defined as 100 times the ratio of the total number of successfully 

singulated individual napkins placed on the moving conveyor by the system in a single test to the 

total number of napkins placed on the napkin tray in a stack at the outset of the test run. Unit 

singulation time is defined as the average time taken by the system to successfully singulate 

individual napkins in each test run. Before conducting tests on the overall performance of the 

system, we initially tested performances of the individual mechanisms and found that of all but 

three such mechanisms, worked consistently as intended in the design. The remaining three 

mechanisms, namely, the napkin picking mechanism, napkin removing mechanism, and 

mechanism for an engaging napkin on the conveyor, displayed occasional undesirable 

performances in the initial test runs, affecting the accuracy of the singulation system in repeated 

napkin cycles. Details regarding these undesirable performances and our approaches to resolve 

them are discussed in the following sections. 
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4.1.1 Performance of Napkin Picking Mechanism 

During our initial testing on the napkin picking mechanism, we discovered occasional picking of 

multiple napkins at a time by the adhesive tape when the carriage slider-crank mechanism was 

lowered onto the napkin stack. Figure 4.1 shows a photograph demonstrating this problem.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Picking of Multiple Napkins at a time by Adhesive Tape 

 

After investigation, we discovered that this problem occurred only when napkins were not placed 

on the napkin tray in a neatly stacked pile. To avoid a napkin being singulated with its leading 

Napkin Tray Adhesive Tape Two Napkins have been Picked Up 
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corner folded over on the moving conveyor, we need to engage the adhesive tape close to the 

napkin corner during pick-up. If the napkins are not neatly stacked, as shown in Figure 4.2(a), 

some corner portions of the next few napkins below the top in the stack become exposed to the 

adhesive tape, such that more than one napkin would stick to the tape. By placing the napkins in a 

neatly stacked pile on the napkin tray prior to the singulation process, as shown in Figure 4.2(b), 

we solved this problem completely in later test runs.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Neatness of Stacked Napkins on Napkin Tray 

 

4.1.2 Performance of Napkin Removing Mechanism 

In rare occasions during our initial testing on the napkin removing mechanism, we discovered 

that the napkin removing linear actuator did not extend completely to press and hold the 

aluminum block attached to its end on the picked napkin, as shown in Figure 4.3. Complete 

(a) Napkins are not neatly stacked (b) Napkins are neatly stacked 
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extension is necessary so that the carriage slider-crank mechanism can disengage the adhesive 

tape properly from the napkin corner.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Partially Extended Napkin Removing Linear Actuator 

 

After investigation, we found that during travels of the carriage to and from the conveyor, the 

connection between the linear actuator and its driver controller occasionally became loose, such 

that interruptions in communication between these two occurred. To make a good connection, we 

taped the connection joints, which mostly solved this problem. A permanent solution to this 

would be to solder the connection joints, given as a recommendation in the next chapter.  

 

Picked Napkin 

Napkin Removing Linear Actuator (Not Fully Extended) 

Adhesive Tape Conveyor Aluminum Block 
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4.1.3 Performance of Mechanism to Engage Napkin on Conveyor 

During our initial test runs, we found that because of the abrupt surface area of the metal clip 

lacings of the conveyor, napkins were occasionally singulated with their trailing corners folded 

over on the moving conveyor, as shown in Figure 4.4(a). We covered the metal clip lacings with 

tape to reduce the abruptness, which reduced this problem considerably. A permanent solution 

would be to replace the metal clip lacings with a smoother connection method, mentioned as a 

recommendation in the next chapter. A photograph of a perfectly singulated napkin, laying on the 

moving conveyor, with none of its corners folded over, is given in Figure 4.4(b), which is the 

desired condition of a singulated napkin in our tests.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Trailing Corner of a Singulated Napkin 

 

Metal Clip Lacing Conveyor Napkin 

Trailing Corner of Napkin is Not Folded Over Trailing Corner of Napkin is Folded Over 

Direction of Conveyor Motion Direction of Conveyor Motion 

(b) Perfectly Singulated Napkin   (a) Napkin with Trailing Corner Folded Over 
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4.2 Tabulation of Performance of Cloth Napkin Singulation System 

After completion of initial testing on the individual mechanisms, we evaluated the performance of 

the complete system. Like Jeyapalan (2005), we also used 10 napkins in each test run, and a total 

of 10 runs were conducted to evaluate the overall performance of the system. The results of the 

tests are tabulated in Table 4.1. Napkins are listed as successfully singulated, if they were placed 

on the moving conveyor by the system with none of their corners folded over, as shown in Figure 

4.4(b). Napkins with any of their corners folded over together with napkins that failed to 

disengage from the adhesive tape because of the failure of the napkin removing mechanism are 

listed as unsuccessful results. Napkins unsuccessfully placed due to failure of the napkin 

removing mechanism were removed manually so as not to hinder the remaining singulation 

process. 

 

Table 4.1: Performance of Cloth Napkin Singulation System 

Run No. 

Number of 

Napkins 

Processed 

Number of 

Successfully 

Singulated 

Napkins 

Number of 

Unsuccessful 

Napkins 

Singulation 

Efficiency (%) 

1 10 10 0 100 

2 10 10 0 100 

3 10 10 0 100 

4 10 9 1 90 

5 10 8 2 80 
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6 10 10 0 100 

7 10 10 0 100 

8 10 10 0 100 

9 10 10 0 100 

10 10 9 1 90 

Total 100 96 4 96 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.1, the singulation efficiency has varied from 80% to 100% for 

individual test runs, and the overall average singulation efficiency for all of the test runs is 96%, 

which is a 14% increase over the overall average singulation efficiency of 82%, of Jeyapalan’s 

(2005) singulator. Also Jeyapalan had to interleave the napkin stacks with vellum papers of the 

same size as the napkins at the beginning of the test runs, and had to manually remove each paper 

when one napkin was singulated, leaving the system un-automated and impractical for use. From 

Table 4.1, we note that our singulation system failed 4 times during the tests conducted, one 

failure was caused by the lack of a good connection between the napkin removing linear actuator 

and its controller, and the remaining three were singulated with their trailing corners folded over 

on the moving conveyor, caused by the abrupt surface area of metal clip lacings of the conveyor. 

However, these issues are resolvable by simple modifications, discussed in the next chapter. 

To calculate the unit singulation time of the cloth napkin singulation system, we also recorded the 

time taken by the system in every napkin cycle during test runs. Total time taken by successful 

napkin cycles in each test run is listed in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Time taken by Cloth Napkin Singulation System 

Run No. 

Number of 

Successfully 

Singulated Napkins 

Total Time taken by 

System for 

Successful Napkins 

(sec) 

Unit Singulation 

Time (min/napkin) 

1 10 803 1.34 

2 10 804 1.34 

3 10 803 1.34 

4 9 723 1.34 

5 8 640 1.33 

6 10 802 1.34 

7 10 803 1.34 

8 10 803 1.34 

9 10 804 1.34 

10 9 721 1.34 

Total 96 7706 1.34 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.2, the unit singulation time has varied from 1.33 min/napkin to 1.34 

min/napkin for individual test runs, and the overall average unit singulation time for all of the test 

runs is 1.34 min/napkin, i.e. on average each successful napkin cycle takes approximately 1 min 

20 seconds. We could not compare this result to that of Jeyapalan’s device, as he did not mention 
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anything in his report regarding the time taken by his system during the napkin singulation or 

silverware wrapping process. However, our system could be made more time-efficient by 

adopting several modifications, discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

A large number of food service establishments reuse a limited inventory of silverware pieces, 

which are generally washed in commercial dishwashing machines after each use, separated into 

individual pieces from the washed batches, identified based on their types and orientations, 

inspected for cleanliness, grouped into sets of pieces based on their types, and then wrapped into 

singulated napkins to be used for further food serving. This research work is a part of a series of 

projects undertaken to automate these repetitive, time-consuming, and labor-intensive post-

dishwashing processes. In this study we have successfully designed and constructed a cloth 

napkin singulation system, capable of separating individual cloth napkins form a given stack and 

placing them on a moving conveyor to be delivered to a silverware wrapping system, which 

would then wrap sets of silverware pieces (e.g., a spoon, a soup spoon, a fork, and a knife in each 

set) in the singulated napkins to form wrapped arrangements to be used in place settings. Results 

obtained in the previous chapter demonstrate successful development of a cloth napkin 

singulation system that provides a high average singulation efficiency of 96%, which is a 14% 

increase over the average singulation efficiency achieved by Jeyapalan (2005) with his napkin 

singulator.  
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Also the singulation system developed in this study is completely automated, unlike Jeyapalan’s 

singulator, which needed vellum papers to be interleaved with the napkin stack prior to the 

beginning of the singulation process and to be removed manually after each napkin was removed. 

The average unit singulation time achieved by our system is 1.34 min/napkin, which we have not 

been able to compare to that of Jeyapalan’s device because of unavailability of similar data in his 

thesis. However, there is significant room for the improvement of the average unit singulation 

time by adopting several modifications, recommended later in this chapter. 

 

5.2 Contributions 

The core focus of this research has been design, development, construction and evaluation of a 

cloth napkin singulation system. The major contributions of this research are summarized in what 

follows. 

 Development of a cloth napkin picking mechanism that utilizes an adhesive tape for 

picking one napkin at a time from a stack of napkins. 

 Modification and performance enhancement of a mechanism that utilizes two pinion 

gears, rolling along two rack gears, to move a picked napkin toward a conveyor. 

 Design, development and construction of a napkin removing mechanism to disengage a 

picked napkin from the adhesive surface near the upstream conveyor end. 

 Design and construction of a mechanism to engage a picked napkin along the moving 

conveyor to pull the napkin completely off the stack to be conveyed to a silverware 

wrapping system. 

 Fine-tuning of the conveyor system for smooth conveying of the singulated napkins.  

 Design and construction of a napkin tray lifting system to accommodate the decreasing 

stack height during the singulation process. 
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 Modification and improvement of the adhesive tape renewal system to renew the 

adhesive tape after several napkin cycles to ensure adequate adhesive surface area for 

proper picking of napkins. 

 Design, development and implementation of a control system and control algorithm for 

establishing communication between all components of the system to execute the 

singulation process seamlessly for a given number of napkins. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are suggested for the enhancement of the cloth napkin 

singulation system. 

 All of the connection joints between the electronic components of the system should be 

soldered. This would prevent occasional disconnection between the components and their 

drivers, resulting in a seamless operation during the singulation process. This would also 

resolve the occasional failure of the napkin removing linear actuator with the current 

apparatus. 

 The majority of the average time taken by the system in each napkin cycle is spent during 

the travel of the carriage to and from the conveyor because of the slow speed of the driver 

stepper motors used in the carriage rack-and-pinion mechanism that moves the carriage. 

Replacement of the current stepper motors with higher speed motors would lower the 

average unit singulation time significantly, making the system more time-effective. 

 Instead of using two conveyor belts placed side-by-side, a single belt should be used to 

avoid lateral shifting of the individual belts during conveyor running. Also, instead of 

joining the belt ends crudely using metal clip to form a continuous loop, a smoother 

connection method should be used. This would lessen resistance to conveyor movement 
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over conveyor rollers, would increase the longevity of the belt material, and would also 

prevent the occasional singulation of napkins with their trailing corners folded over on 

the moving conveyor. 

 A close-looped electronic system should be introduced using a calibrated infrared sensor 

switch pointed down at the napkin stack for precise lifting of the napkin tray to maintain 

good contact between the top napkin of the stack and the adhesive tape during napkin 

pick-up. 
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1. U.S. Patent 6,023,908 

Title: Method and apparatus for folding a napkin around an eating utensil 

Inventors: Vetsch; Kevin R. (Kansas City, MO) 

Family ID: 25342330 

Appl. No.: 08/864,014 

Filed: May 27, 1997 

Published: February 15, 2000 

Abstract 

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for rolling a napkin around silverware. 

The device comprises a housing having a conveyor belt system for advancing a napkin 

therethrough along a substantially horizontal path. As the napkin traverses said path, it contacts a 

folding belt which causes a corner of the napkin to be folded back onto itself. A knife, fork or 

other piece of silverware is delivered from storage bins in timed relation to the movement of the 

napkin to ensure placement thereon. The napkin and silverware then contact a rapidly moving 

rolling belt which rolls the napkin around the silverware. The rolled napkin and silverware are 

then transported out of the housing and on to an external holding bin. 

 

2. U.S. Patent 6,023,913 

Title: Apparatus and method for wrapping silverware within a napkin 

Inventors: Gray; Charles Woodard (Tallahassee, FL), Brown; William Edward (Nashville, TN), 

Clanton; Dwight (Shelbyville, TN) 
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Assignee: Mudd; Reginald M. (Lebanon, TN) 

Family ID: 22694639 

Appl. No.: 09/188,814 

Filed: November 9, 1998 

Published: February 15, 2000 

Abstract 

An apparatus and method for wrapping a napkin about silverware items into a wrapped 

arrangement involves a worktable within which is provided an upwardly-opening trough for 

accepting a napkin and silverware items positioned therein. The napkin is automatically placed 

over the opening of the trough in a spread condition and then silverware items are automatically 

directed onto the napkin so that the silverware falls to the bottom of the trough thereby 

positioning the napkin between the silverware and the bottom of the trough. A rotatable blade is 

positioned within the trough for automatically spinning the napkin and silverware items about the 

longitudinal axis of the trough until the napkin and silverware items are wound in a wrapped 

arrangement. The wrapped arrangement is thereafter removed from the trough in preparation of a 

subsequent napkin-wrapping operation. 

 

3. U.S. Patent 6,837,028 

Title: Automated flatware and napkin assembling apparatus 

Inventors: Miano; Mario L. (Fort Collins, CO), Nelson; Kevin W. (Fort Collins, CO) 

Family ID: 33543960 
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Appl. No.: 10/641,357 

Filed: August 15, 2003 

Published: January 4, 2005 

Abstract 

An apparatus that wraps dinner flatware in a paper napkin in an automated manner and secures it 

with a paper label is disclosed. The invention includes input hoppers for knives, forks, spoons, 

and napkins which are located on the front and top part of the unit. Additionally, a roll of paper 

napkins and a roll of securing paper labels are provided on top with their own automatic 

dispensing means. A plastic cover secures the entire top of the invention to protect it from dust 

and dirt as well as accidental contact during operation. Internal mechanisms then take one of each 

piece of flatware and fold and roll it in a napkin. The completed napkin unit then drops out the 

bottom of the invention, where it is collected for use. The invention is capable of processing up to 

50 sets of flatware during one operating run. The use of the invention provides time and labor 

savings to restaurants and other eating establishments while producing rolled flatware secured in 

a paper napkin in fast and sanitary manner. 

 

4. U.S. Patent 6,918,226 

Title: Automatic utensil wrapping machine 

Inventors: Heilman; Rebecca A. (Ponte Vedra Beach, FL), Heilman; Eric A. (Ponte Vedra Beach, 

FL), LeBlanc; Andre (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, CA) 

Family ID: 33552434 

Appl. No.: 10/611,964 
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Filed: July 3, 2003 

Published: July 19, 2005 

Abstract 

The automatic utensil wrapping machine is an apparatus for wrapping a napkin around one or 

more utensils for use as a place setting. The apparatus comprises a housing, a support frame and 

an assembly of elements mounted to the support frame. The assembly of elements includes a 

napkin lifting station, a napkin wrapping station, a napkin transfer station, a utensil transfer 

station, and a napkin folding station. The apparatus wraps each napkin around a predetermined 

amount of utensils without the need for human contact. The napkins are wrapped by first 

positioning a stack of napkins on the lifting station, then individually transferring napkins from 

the lifting station to the wrapping station. The utensils are then transferred from the individual 

cartridges and placed onto the napkin. Two opposing corners of the napkin are then folded over 

and the napkin is subsequently wrapped around the utensils. 

 

5. U.S. Patent 7,210,279 

Title: Device for wrapping a napkin about silverware and associated method 

Inventors: Ahmed; Ibrahim A. (Oklahoma City, OK), Abueisheh; Ammar (Oklahoma City, OK) 

Family ID: 37991298 

Appl. No.: 11/301,782 

Filed: December 14, 2005 

Published: May 1, 2007 
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Abstract 

A device includes isolated hoppers defining independent passageways converging downwardly 

towards a central and unitary area. A conveyor belt assembly is disposed subjacent to the 

hoppers, traverses the passageways, and travels along a linear path passing through the unitary 

area. A mechanism is included for depositing a napkin onto the conveyor belt. The napkin 

depositing mechanism is connected to the conveyor belt assembly and is spaced adjacent to one 

end portion thereof. A mechanism is included for simultaneously folding the napkin and 

horizontally stacking the eating utensils such that the napkin becomes folded about the eating 

utensils before being ejected from the simultaneous folding mechanism. A receiving conveyor 

belt assembly is disposed beneath the simultaneous folding mechanism for transporting the 

combined napkin and eating utensils. A storage bin is laid adjacent to the receiving conveyor belt 

and houses the combined napkin and eating utensils for transit. 

 

6. U.S. Patent 7,322,172 

Title: Utensil wrapping apparatus and method 

Inventors: Hoffman; Gerald T. (Fort Wayne, IN), Lindahl; Glen T. (Churubusco, IN) 

Assignee: Wrapmaster, Inc. (Fort Wayne, IN) 

Family ID: 38748234 

Appl. No.: 11/439,662 

Filed: May 24, 2006 

Published: January 29, 2008 
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Abstract 

An apparatus and method for wrapping a napkin around one or more utensils. The apparatus 

includes a wrapping area defining a trough dimensioned to receive one or more utensils. A utensil 

dispenser and napkin delivery mechanism may be provided to deliver the utensils and a napkin, 

respectively, to the trough. The apparatus may also include a wrapping mechanism that wraps the 

napkin around the utensils. In some cases, a tension mechanism may be included to selectively 

limit movement of the napkin during wrapping. 

 

7. U.S. Patent 7,412,808 

Title: Food service set assembly system 

Inventors: Lavi; Payam (Oceanside, CA) 

Assignee: Convenience Enterprises, Inc. (Oceanside, CA) 

Family ID: 34830482 

Appl. No.: 11/044,538 

Filed: January 26, 2005 

Published: August 19, 2008 

Abstract 

A device and method for assembling a food service set comprising at least one napkin wrapped 

around one or more utensils and secured by an adhesive band. The device includes a magazine 

subsystem including one or more magazines for containing and dispensing the at least one 

napkin, the one or more utensils, and the adhesive band. The device further includes an integrator 
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subsystem configured to integrate the at least one napkin, the one or more utensils, and the 

adhesive band together. A processor subsystem is configured to roll the at least one napkin 

around the one or more utensils and to secure the adhesive band around the at least one napkin. A 

receiver subsystem is configured for receiving the service set. A sterilization system is provided 

to sterilize the utensils prior to, or after, being assembled into a service pack. 

 

8. U.S. Patent 7,513,089 

Title: Device for holding and dispensing utensils for wrapping apparatus 

Inventors: Rubin; Richard Howard (Fairfield, NJ) 

Assignee: Rubin; Richard Howard (Fairfield, NJ) 

Family ID: 33456594 

Appl. No.: 11/854,983 

Filed: September 13, 2007 

Published: April 7, 2009 

Abstract 

Embodiments of the present invention provide for a wrapping apparatus and associated methods 

and a cassette device for holding utensils. The wrapping apparatus may include a first holder for 

holding first items to be wrapped. The wrap is placed on a rotating table when the rotating table is 

rotated into a first position. One of the first items to be wrapped is moved from the first holder 

onto the wrap on the rotating table when the rotating table is rotated to a second position. A 

wrapping mechanism then wraps the first item in the wrap. 
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APPENDIX B 

DETAILED AND DIMENSIONED PHOTOGRAPHS OF CLOTH NAPKIN 

SINGULATION SYSTEM 
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Figure B1: Detailed Perspective View of Cloth Napkin Singulation System Setup 
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Figure B2: Dimensioned Front View of Cloth Napkin Singulation System Setup 
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Figure B3: Dimensioned Side View of Cloth Napkin Singulation System Setup 
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Figure B4: Dimensioned Top View of Cloth Napkin Singulation System Setup 
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APPENDIX C 

DATASHEET FOR MICROCONTROLLER AND DETAILED PROTOTYPING 

BOARD LAYOUT 
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Website:  
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/39631E.pdf 
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Website:  
http://www.ccsinfo.com/pdfs/product_PDFs/4520_board.pdf 
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APPENDIX D 

DATASHEET FOR CARRIAGE SLIDER-CRANK AND CONVEYOR MOTORS 
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Website:  
http://store01.prostores.com/servlet/wondermotor/the-17/Electric-Gear-Motor-12v/Detail 
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APPENDIX E 

DATASHEET FOR BIDIRECTIONAL PWM MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER FOR 

CARRIAGE SLIDER-CRANK MECHANISM 
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Website:  
http://criticalvelocity.com/products/datasheets/bidir-115.pdf 
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APPENDIX F 

DATASHEET FOR TOP, FRONT, MIDDLE AND REAR INFRARED SENSOR 

SWITCHES 
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Website:  
http://www.dfrobot.com/wiki/index.php/Adjustable_Infrared_Sensor_Switch_%28SKU:SEN0019%29 
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APPENDIX G 

DATASHEET FOR CARRIAGE STEPPER MOTORS 
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Website:  
http://www.kelinginc.net/KL23H276-30-8A.pdf 
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Website: 
http://www.kelinginc.net/KL23H276-30-8AT.pdf 
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APPENDIX H 

DATASHEET FOR MICRO STEPPING DRIVERS FOR CARRIAGE RACK-AND-

PINION MECHANISM 
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Website:  
http://www.kelinginc.net/kl-6050.pdf 
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APPENDIX I 

DATASHEET FOR LINEAR ACTUATORS FOR NAPKIN REMOVING AND 

NAPKIN ENGAGING MECHANISMS 
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Website:  
http://www.firgelli.com/Uploads/L16_datasheet.pdf 
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APPENDIX J 

DATASHEET FOR LINEAR ACTUATOR CONTROL BOARDS FOR NAPKIN 

REMOVING AND NAPKIN ENGAGING MECHANISMS 
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Website:  
http://www.firgelli.com/Uploads/LAC_Datasheet.pdf 
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APPENDIX K 

DATASHEET FOR DC TO PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR FOR CONVEYOR AND 

ADHESIVE TAPE RENEWAL MECHANISM  
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Website: 
http://www.vellemanusa.com/downloads/0/illustrated/illustrated_assembly_manual_k8004_rev3.pdf 
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APPENDIX L 

DATASHEET FOR NAPKIN TRAY LEAD SCREW STEPPER MOTOR 
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Website: 

http://www.haydonkerk.com/LinearActuatorProducts/StepperMotorLinearActuators/LinearActuatorsHy

brid/LinearActuatorPartNumbers/tabid/205/Default.aspx 
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Website: 

http://www.haydonkerk.com/LinearActuatorProducts/StepperMotorLinearActuators/LinearActuatorsH

ybrid/tabid/73/Default.aspx 
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APPENDIX M 

DATASHEET FOR BIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER FOR NAPKIN TRAY 

LIFTING MECHANISM 
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Website:  
http://www.kitsrus.com/pdf/k158.pdf 
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APPENDIX N 

DATASHEET FOR ADHESIVE TAPE RENEWAL MOTOR 
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Website:  
http://www.batteryspace.com/prod-specs/3840.pdf 
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APPENDIX O 

DATASHEETS FOR POWER SUPPLY UNITS 
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Website:  
http://www.meanwell.com/search/s-145/S-145-spec.pdf 
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Website:  
http://www.hspower.net/en/ProductView.asp?ID=104&SortID=93 
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APPENDIX P 

SOURCE CODE FOR CLOTH NAPKIN SINGULATION PROGRAM 
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/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Include files 

 

#include    <18f4520.h> 

#device     ICD = TRUE 

#fuses      HS, NOLVP, NOWDT 

#use        delay(clock = 20000000) 

#use        rs232(baud = 9600, parity = N, xmit = PIN_C6, rcv = PIN_C7)    

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Define output pins 

 

#define RED_LED                PIN_B5  

 

#define RACK_PIN_PUL           PIN_D5  

#define RACK_PIN_DIR_R         PIN_D7 

#define RACK_PIN_DIR_L         PIN_B1 

 

#define SLID_CRA_EN            PIN_C1 

#define SLID_CRA_DIR           PIN_C3 

 

#define REM_LIN_RC             PIN_D6 

 

#define CONV_DC                PIN_B7 

#define ENG_LIN_RC             PIN_D4 

 

#define TRAY_STEP              PIN_D3 

#define TRAY_DIR               PIN_B2  

 

#define TAPE_DC                PIN_D1 

 

// Analog input pins 

 

//#define INFRARED_TOP         PIN_A3 

//#define INFRARED_FRONT       PIN_A1 

//#define INFRARED_MID         PIN_E0 

//#define INFRARED_REAR        PIN_A2 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Declare functions 

 

void infrared_setup(void); 

void infrared_set_channel(int channel); 

void wait_for_infrared(void); 

 

void carriage_rack_pinion(int16 carriage_steps, int carriage_direction); 

 

void start_carriage_slider_crank(void); 

void stop_carriage_slider_crank(void); 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Declare global variables 

 

typedef enum carriage_rack_pinion_direction{to_conveyor = 1, from_conveyor = 

2}; 
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typedef enum infrared_channel_number{infrared_top = 3, infrared_front = 1, 

infrared_mid = 5, infrared_rear = 2}; 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Main function 

 

void main(void) 

{ 

 

// Declare local variables 

 

int loop_napkin; // Loop variable for napkin cycles 

int number_napkin = 10; // Number of input napkins  

 

int infrared_value; // ADC value    

 

int16 loop_rem_lin; // Loop variable for napkin removing linear actuator  

 

int16 loop_eng_lin; // Loop variable for napkin engaging linear actuator 

 

int loop_tray; // Loop variable for napkin tray               

int16 number_tray_step = 200; // Number of steps to raise napkin tray by one 

napkin thickness 

 

int number_tape_change = 3; // Number of consecutive napkin cycles after which 

adhesive tape is changed 

 

output_low(SLID_CRA_EN); // Sets pin value not to run carriage slider-crank 

motor at the beginning 

output_low(SLID_CRA_DIR); // Sets pin value not to run carriage slider-crank 

motor at the beginning 

 

output_low(CONV_DC); // Sets pin value not to run conveyor motor at the 

beginning  

  

output_low(TRAY_DIR); // Sets pin value so that napkin tray rises when actuated 

 

infrared_setup(); // Sets ADC functions 

 

output_low(RED_LED); // Turns on power indicating LED 

delay_ms(10000);  

output_high(RED_LED); // LED is turned off 

 

infrared_set_channel(infrared_front); // Sets ADC channel to front infrared 

sensor switch 

infrared_value = read_adc();  

delay_us(100); 

 

// Code to zero out the position of carriage 

// If front infrared sensor switch detects carriage, moves carriage toward 

conveyor until front infrared sensor switch does not detect carriage and moves 

extra 10 steps further 

 

if (infrared_value < 128) 

{ 

 

while(infrared_value < 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 
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delay_us(100); 

carriage_rack_pinion(1, to_conveyor); // Moves carriage toward conveyor 

 

} 

 

carriage_rack_pinion(10, to_conveyor); // Moves carriage extra 10 steps further 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

 

while(infrared_value > 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

carriage_rack_pinion(1, from_conveyor); // Moves carraige away from conveyor 

 

} 

 

} 

 

// If front infrared sensor switch does not detect carriage, moves carriage 

away from conveyor until front infrared sensor switch detects carriage 

 

else 

{ 

 

while(infrared_value > 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

carriage_rack_pinion(1, from_conveyor); // Moves carraige away from conveyor 

 

} 

 

} 

 

for (loop_napkin = 1; loop_napkin <= number_napkin; ++loop_napkin) 

{ 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

infrared_set_channel(infrared_top); //Sets ADC channel to top infrared sensor 

switch 

 

// Runs carriage slider-crank motor 

 

start_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(200); 

wait_for_infrared(); 

stop_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(250); 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

infrared_set_channel(infrared_rear); //Sets ADC channel to rear infrared sensor 

switch 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

 

while(infrared_value > 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 
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carriage_rack_pinion(1, to_conveyor); // Moves carriage toward conveyor 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

infrared_set_channel(infrared_top); //Sets ADC channel to top infrared sensor 

switch 

 

// Runs carriage slider-crank motor until cranks reach all the way down 

 

start_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(800);  

stop_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(250); 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

 

// Extends napkin removing linear actuator completely 

 

for(loop_rem_lin = 0; loop_rem_lin < 500; ++loop_rem_lin)  

{ 

 

output_high(REM_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(2000); 

output_low(REM_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(2000); 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(5000);  

 

// Runs carriage slider-crank motor  

 

start_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(200); 

wait_for_infrared(); 

stop_carriage_slider_crank(); 

delay_ms(250); 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

 

//Retracts napkin removing linear actuator completely 

 

for(loop_rem_lin = 0; loop_rem_lin < 500; ++loop_rem_lin)  

{ 

 

output_high(REM_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(1000); 

output_low(REM_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(1000); 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(5000);  

infrared_set_channel(infrared_mid); // Sets ADC channel to middle infrared 

sensor switch 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

 

while(infrared_value > 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 
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delay_us(100); 

carriage_rack_pinion(1, from_conveyor); // Moves carriage away from conveyor 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(1000);    

output_high(CONV_DC);  // Runs conveyor motor 

 

//Extends napkin engaging linear actuator completely 

 

for(loop_eng_lin = 0; loop_eng_lin < 500; ++loop_eng_lin)  

{ 

 

output_high(ENG_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(2000); 

output_low(ENG_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(2000); 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(7000);  

 

//Retracts napkin engaging linear actuator completely 

 

for(loop_eng_lin = 0; loop_eng_lin < 500; ++loop_eng_lin)  

{ 

 

output_high(ENG_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(1000); 

output_low(ENG_LIN_RC); 

delay_us(1000); 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(5000);  

output_low(CONV_DC); // Stops coveyer motor 

delay_ms(1000); 

 

 

infrared_set_channel(infrared_front); // Sets ADC channel to front infrared 

sensor switch 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

 

while(infrared_value > 128) 

{ 

 

infrared_value = read_adc(); 

delay_us(100); 

carriage_rack_pinion(1, from_conveyor); // Moves carriage away from conveyor 

 

} 

 

delay_ms(1000);  

 

// Raises napkin tray by one napkin thickness 

 

for(loop_tray = 0; loop_tray < number_tray_step; ++loop_tray) 

{ 

 

output_high(TRAY_STEP); 

delay_ms(1); 

output_low(TRAY_STEP); 
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delay_ms(1); 

 

} 

 

// Renews adhesive tape 

 

if ((loop_napkin%number_tape_change) == 0) 

{ 

 

delay_ms(1000);   

output_high(TAPE_DC); 

delay_ms(500); 

output_low(TAPE_DC); 

 

} 

 

} 

 

output_high(TRAY_DIR); // Sets pin value so that napkin tray lowers when 

actuated 

 

// Returns napkin tray to its resting position 

 

for (loop_napkin = 1; loop_napkin <= number_napkin; ++loop_napkin) 

{ 

 

for(loop_tray = 0; loop_tray < number_tray_step; ++loop_tray) 

{ 

 

output_high(TRAY_STEP); 

delay_ms(1); 

output_low(TRAY_STEP); 

delay_ms(1); 

 

} 

 

delay_us(100); 

 

} 

 

} 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Infrared sensor switches functions 

 

void infrared_setup(void) 

{ 

 

setup_adc_ports(AN0_TO_AN7); 

setup_adc(ADC_CLOCK_INTERNAL); 

 

} 

 

void infrared_set_channel(int channel) 

{ 

 

set_adc_channel(channel); 

delay_us(10); 

 

} 
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void wait_for_infrared(void) 

{ 

 

int value; 

 

value = read_adc(); // ADC value 

 

while(value > 128) 

{ 

 

value=read_adc(); 

delay_ms(50); 

 

} 

 

} 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  

// Carriage rack-and-pinion function 

// carriage_steps = number of steps to move 

// carriage_direction = direction to move ( 1-toward conveyor, 2-away from 

conveyor) 

 

void carriage_rack_pinion(int16 carriage_steps, int carriage_direction) 

{ 

 

int16 loop_rack_pin; // Loop variable 

 

if (carriage_direction == 1) 

{ 

 

output_high(RACK_PIN_DIR_L); 

output_low(RACK_PIN_DIR_R); 

 

} 

 

else  

{ 

 

output_low(RACK_PIN_DIR_L); 

output_high(RACK_PIN_DIR_R); 

 

} 

 

for(loop_rack_pin = 0; loop_rack_pin < carriage_steps; loop_rack_pin++) 

{ 

 

output_high(RACK_PIN_PUL); 

delay_us(750); 

output_low(RACK_PIN_PUL); 

delay_us(750); 

 

} 

 

} 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

// Carriage slider-crank functions 
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void start_carriage_slider_crank(void)  

{ 

 

output_high(SLID_CRA_EN); 

 

} 

 

void stop_carriage_slider_crank(void)   

{ 

 

output_high(SLID_CRA_DIR); 

delay_ms(250);          

output_low(SLID_CRA_EN);    

output_low(SLID_CRA_DIR); 

 

} 

 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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